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1. Abstract

The expression “no man is an island” is intended to represent human isolation in its most extreme
form depicting man as an isolated body of land. Contrary to the statement, an element unnoticed
within this expression frequently is the existence of that Island. The expression is intended as an
example of articulating absolute isolation of the human in existence. However, the idea of the
human being a location being the island is still declared. As humans who inhabit this earth, we
cannot exist without space. There is an undeniable link between the spaces and the inhabitants
within them. As a result of Modernity, the majority of the human inhabitants of the world exist
throughout their entire lives within the Built Environment. The Built Environment holds an
assortment of spaces that have been composed in order to accommodate our existence. A practice
of engaging the composition of these spaces for human inhabitance is commonly what is known
as Architectural Design. Spaces will continue to exist and Architecture is a mean of addressing the
design of them. Understanding these spaces through their Concepts, Conditions, and Components
allows for a classification of common spaces that exist within the Built Environment. The
classification of these spaces within the Built Environment arrives at the mutual dialogue of the
Built Environment Spatial Layers. The ever-demanding human population that is growing
exponentially cause many ecological, economical, and social dilemmas through our modern
interpretations of spaces composed within the Built Environment. Understanding the Built
Environment through the Built Environment Spatial Layers allows for the acknowledged design
surrounding these spaces that yield the greatest sustainability through energy efficiency and
minimizing environmental impacts without denying the humanity of that concept.

“no man is an island”, Donne, J., & Walton, I. (1840). Devotions. W. Pickering.
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2. Introduction

2.1 Sustainability
Within the discourse of the discussion of sustainability and sustainable development the
Brundtland Report (1987) is credited with being the initial discussion platform for the notion of
Sustainability as it is known today. Within that discussion sustainability is understood as the
conflict between the human inhabitants of the earth as creations wanting to continue the
development of the built environment and the natural limitations that have a tenancy to hinder this
development, (Brundtland 1987). Sustainable development within the discussion is defined as
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland 1987). Within this notion, it is understood that
there exists a restrictively limitational aspect within that is the sole justification for sustainability
measures. In order to ensure future development and prosperity, current restrictions are to take
place to maintain a sustainable level throughout the passage of time. In attempts to understand
sustainability the questioning of these restrictions is expected to occur. In terms of quantifying
these restriction natured elements scholars revolved around the ideas of the tangible entities within
the notion of sustainability. The classification of the Three Dimensions of Sustainability became
the interpretation of the concept of sustainability through the identification of the three dimensions
being social, environmental, and economical, (Assembly, U. G 2005).
In basic terms the three dimensions of sustainability are the current definitions of engaging
sustainability. Throughout the literature social sustainability is discussed by metrics and measures
that are intended to gauge and determine the effectiveness of social sustainability. Dreyer et al.
(2010) incorporates metrics of social sustainability defined as human wellbeing, dignity, and the
need of fulfillment for basic human needs as necessity of the social construct of sustainability. A
basic understanding of environmental sustainability explained by Welsford is a method of human
existences that does not lead either two scenarios that are the exhaustion of our required recourses
or the destruction of our ecological environment, (Welsford et al. 2014). Economical sustainability
in the general notion discussed by Solow (1991) is an act of giving the future the “option or the
capacity to be as well of as we are”, economic sustainability is a dilemma of trying not to “satisfy
ourselves by impoverishing our successors” and this can be established through maintaining the
capital while reducing resource consumption. However, these definitions represent a practice of
sustainability and not an existence of one. Sustainability can exist in a physical form through the
built environment.
Many of the discussions that surround the idea of sustainability discuss practices. The idea of being
sustainable exists in a practice form through the implementation of sustainable measures such as
conservation, and reduction. However, within the built environment it is inherently distinguishable
in terms of engaging the notion of sustainability due to the fact that the built environment itself
causes many of the problems associated with not being sustainable. Therefore, the idea of
sustainability within the built environment becomes an interdependent relationship. This
interdependent relationship of sustainability within the built environment draws an exponential
factor within the built environment in terms of sustainability. In basic terms if the built
environment is sustainable then sustainability issues become easier to address. In the other hand,
if the built environment is unsustainable, the sustainability issues perceived become greater.
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Within the discussion of sustainability, a key discourse into the implementation of sustainability
in the built environment is through the practice of Architecture.

Sustainability efforts within the Design Construction Process MacLeamy Curve Chart often arrive
at a point later in the design phases, (MacLeamy 2004). This research started with the intentions
of creating a design process that would be conducted in the initial settings of the project
development where the change could be drastic and the cost would be at a minimum. The OutsideIn Method for Sustainable Design within the Built Environment Spatial Layers is a design method
that is intended to be conducted at the pre-design stage within the Design Construction Process.
This is to allow for this design method to capture the essence of design, which is solving the
problems through the thought process of drawing and manipulation before the creation. This
allows this process to have the most effect on the final outcome with requiring minimum cost and
effort at the start point.

(Figure 2.1) Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design MacLeamy Curve - (Alnuaimi 2017)

2.2 Architecture
Architecture is a word from the Latin origin that ties its roots to the idea of planning and building.
Architecture is link to the idea of both the process and the production of physical structures whether
they are dwellings or art. Most architectural works deal with the idea of creating a concept from
the physical materials and processes available at the time, (Ballantyne 2013). Architecture is
commonly understood as the composition and design of spaces that humans inhabit. The entire
existence of spaces that have been composed or designed in a physical reality in respect of human
inhabitance are known as the spaces that make up the built environment. The built environment in
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its entirety is the location within this day and age that is the sole composition of the habitation
spaces that humans reside within. It is common within this period of time that a majority of humans
can start and end their lives within the built environment and never experience a departure from it.
This makes the built environment one of the largest spaces humans inhabit through their lives.
Since this built environment this is the setting we exist throughout in most parts the entirety of our
lives, the quality of this environment is one that is highly required. The quality of the built
environment is measured in numerous methods in terms of aesthetical value, and social and
cultural values, traditional values, etc. However, a modern trend in terms of the existence of the
built environment and its property to exist for the future definition of sustainability is what is
known as a sustainable built environment. As it is the case with manufacturing, design is the initial
step in that creation. The built environment is a spatial setting that is manufactured by the
inhabitants in order to meet our needs. Many of these spatial settings are common and can be
defined as patterns in space, (Alexander 1977). With the notion that the built environment is
manufactured comes the reality that there exists a designing process of it. The design process of
the built environment can yield either success or failure. It is the attempt within this discussion to
introduce sustainability within the design allowing for greater applications of that notion. a
vernacular architectural example that represents many of the benefits of adaptation throughout the
use of a virality of spatial compositions in order achieve habitation is the Bedouin Tent Dwelling.
The Bedouin Tent Dwelling represents a spectrum of spatial compositions that allow for greater
sustainability, resulting in the initial thoughts of an Outside-In Design approach.

2.3 Bedouin Tent Dwelling
Definition of Bedouin
Noun, often capitalized | bed·ou·in |\ˈbe-də-wən, -dü-ən, ˈbed-wən\
Plural, Bedouin or Bedouins also Beduin or Beduins:
A nomadic Arab of the Arabian, Syrian, or northern African deserts, (Merriam-Webster)

2.3.1 The Bedouin
The Bedouins as represented by the definition above are the nomadic people that resided in the
different Arabian deserts. The Bedouins are traditional nomadic travelers that traveled with their
herds of livestock. The Bedouin moved from one location to another based on the availability of
resources within that location. Resources such as water and plants that their livestock may feed
upon. Resources within the desert are seasonal due to the harsh climatic conditions. Therefore, the
Bedouin people were seasonal travelers. Due to the nomadic nature of the Bedouins which are
seasonal migratory patterns, the Bedouin would face different environmental conditions due to the
seasonal climatic conditions. In general, the Arabian deserts falls under the classification by the
German climatologist Köppen of a hot-arid climate. General characteristics of hot arid climates
are extreme summer and winter conditions, (Köppen 1954).
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(Figure 2.2) Hot-Arid Climate Classification Represented on World Map - (Alnuaimi 2017)

2.3.2 Climate
The Arabian deserts are widely known for their great swing in temperatures from summer and
winter conditions. The Arabian deserts exist from a north latitude of 12 degrees 34 degrees. Most
of the Arabian desert are present north of the Tropic of Cancer allowing this area to be one of the
greatest in heat and driest. Within the summer period temperatures reach a high of about 130
degrees Fahrenheit in places. Due to some of the area's proximity to large bodies of water also and
summer conditions there can be an experience of high humidity with dew and fog in the early
mornings. On average the rainfall with in the summer conditions is less than 4 inches with many
dust storms occurring. Prevailing winds usually blow from the Mediterranean inland and that is
the case for many of the Arabian deserts that are next to a body of water, (Owen 2016).
Winter conditions within the Arabian deserts are relatively cooler due to the dry climate. Record
lows within the Arabian deserts were recorded in 1950 to be 10 degrees Fahrenheit. Snowfall is
rare but the can occur, records of an inch of snow fall and ice ponds have been recorded. Typical
air temperatures within the winter conditions within the Arabian deserts are in the ranges of 25
degrees Fahrenheit to 60 degrees Fahrenheit depending on the time of day, (Owen 2016). With
these unique climate conditions that are specific to the desert, the dwelling response was tailored
in such manners that allowed for the accommodation of both of these extreme climates in order to
sustain human thermal comfort and an adequate dwelling.

2.3.3 Dwelling
The Bedouin Tent Dwelling is the main dwelling response the Bedouin people had towards the
different environmental conditions presented due to their living nature. In terms of dwelling
typologies, the Bedouin Tent Dwelling is a primitive example of a human conceived dwelling.
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Laugier within his “The Essay on Architecture” illustrates the idea of the “primitive” man as a
creation that is seeking for a method of shelter from the surrounding nature he faces. This was later
explained as the architectural theory of the Primitive Hut. The approach within this theoretical
discourse was to link and tie elements of common architectural practices of that time into familiar
elements that could be worked around. These have become widely known as the three elements of
the Primitive Hut. These three elements are described as columns, the entablature, and on
pediments, (Laugier 1753).
Relatable to the Primitive Hut the Bedouin Tent Dwelling was initially conceived to protect the
user from his surrounding environment. The framework of the Bedouin Tent Dwelling the same
as the Primitive Hut has three main components being the Structure, the Shelter, and the Enclosure.

(Figure 2.3) Bedouin Tent Dwelling Architectural Elements - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The structure of the Bedouin Tent Dwelling is a primitive typology of structural construction. The
structure serves as an exclusively compressive element that would allow for the support of any
additive elements. In this specific case, the structural elements are columns of wood made from
branches that were found within nature of the Arabian Deserts that the Bedouin people resided in.
These structural elements would either be singular pieces or built up elements.
The Top Shelter element within a Bedouin Tent Dwelling was mainly to shield the humans from
the vertical natural environmental factors. The material of this Shelter elements was most
commonly wool from the sheep that the Bedouin herded. This wool would be formed into yard
and then into tapestry that will allow for coverage to occur to maintain a shelter. Segments of the
tapestry would be sewn together to increase size the Shelter element as required.
The Enclosure element within a Bedouin Tent Dwelling was intended mainly to be an enclosure
element from horizontal natural environmental factors as well as to serve the social constructs of
privacy. The Enclosure element is similar to the Shelter element in the material composition and
construction methods. However, the location where it would be placed differed and had a
transformative nature.
The inherit adaptive nature of the Bedouin Tent Dwelling allows for maximum environmental
resilience. This environmental resilience is demonstrated during the different climatic conditions
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of either the summer or the winter within the Arabian Deserts. Due to the fact that the summer and
winter conditions within the Arabian deserts fluctuate significantly, the Bedouin Tent Dwelling
was required to function within these two contradictory environmental extremes.

(Figure 2.4) Bedouin Tent Dwelling Summer Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The environmental factors that were to be expected during this condition are extreme solar
exposures and relatively dry air conditions. Due to this unique climatic condition, the response
within the architecture is significant as well. The method in which the Bedouin Tent Dwelling was
fashioned to adapt to these specific conditions was through the alteration of some of its elements.
Within this scenario, the Shelter element remains within the same location due to the fact that it is
the main shelter from the solar exposure. This would allow for a shaded area for the Bedouins to
reside in during the day. However, the Enclosure element would be removed at most parts during
the day and less during the night to allow for natural ventilation to occur. This natural ventilation
would vent the heat from the Bedouin people out to the environment. The Structural element in
this scenario would remain the same to maintain the structural integrity of the Bedouin Tent
Dwelling. This is the extreme summer condition where the adaptive nature of the Bedouin Tent
Dwelling is one that allows natural ventilation and shading from the sun. On the other hand, the
climatic extreme condition of the winter has different variables that the Bedouin Tent Dwelling
would need to respond to, therefore the responses differed as well.
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(Figure 2.5) Bedouin Tent Dwelling Winter Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The environmental factors that were expected during the winter condition within the Arabian
Deserts are that of a large diurnal swing in temperature, cold nights and days, and some
precipitation during specific month. This climatic condition provided unique challenges in terms
of how to respond to this condition through the architecture. The Bedouin Tent Dwelling in this
condition was adapted to respond. Due to the fact that it was a lot colder in the winter than the
summer more interior space was needed. Therefore, the three elements of the Bedouin Tent
Dwelling would remain relatively the same however more bays would be added to the structure
and it would be sheltered and enclosed. In occasions, some divisions would take place within the
structure of the Bedouin Tent Dwelling. This reason was to allow for an additional space for the
Bedouins livestock to be shielded from the extreme cold during the winter as well as utilize their
internal gain to heat the space. In some instances, when the weather gets relatively comfortable
during the winter day conditions the exterior space was utilized and the Bedouin Tent Dwelling
was left to remain warm. The unique method that the Bedouins used to adapt their spaces to the
different extreme climatic conditions was a stepping stone of thought in terms of what spaces are
classified as with an Architecture.
A different spectrum of spaces would occur during the different adaptive modes within the
Bedouin Tent Dwelling. Conditions such as exterior and interior spaces would occur, as well as a
semi interior and semi exterior space condition. These three different conditions were methods of
acclimating with the environment based on how much exposure to the environment the human
intended.
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(Figure 2.6) Bedouin Tent Dwelling Spatial Patterns - (Alnuaimi 2017)

2.4 Spatial Architectural Sustainability
Defining sustainability through Architectural practices establish a platform for a precedent. The
president of the Bedouin Tent Dwelling elaborates on the two notions of sustainability and
architectural design. Sustainability is addressed through the Bedouin Tent Dwelling by
representing how adaptation was a method for accommodating the human needs to their
environment in a very sustainable fashion. The Architectural design is represented within the
precedent of the Bedouin Tent Dwelling by illustrating how the composition of architectural spaces
can be classified within different spatial settings that allow for that response to the external stimuli
being weather or materials to design the dwelling. The notion of composing space to be adaptively
responding to our natural conditions to allow for greater advancements of sustainability is the
unique idea within this discussion. This realization of different spatial settings and compositions
within our existence raises the question of how the built environment is constructed to
accommodate these spatial settings. An understanding of spatial settings within this precedent
allows for the framework to be developed around understanding the built environment in order to
allow for a design engagement method that provides the greatest sustainability results.
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3. Methodology

Within this discussion, the idea of sustainability through architectural design is represented. This
notion is an aspiration in terms of arriving at sustainability within the design phase by not relying
on the current sustainable measures that are placed within the architectural design that usually have
an afterthought quality. Within the methodology, space is defined as the composition through the
Tripartite Spatial Identification Method that includes the Concept, Condition, and Components. A
further elaboration of that notion represents the components as the design elements create the
spaces. Through the identification of components, the Built Environment Spatial Layers are
defined and classified. The definition of the Built Environment Spatial Layers illustrates spatial
settings that were documented in photographs through the University of Arizona campus. This
definition of the spatial layers solidifies the understanding of the spatial conditions within them to
allow for the sustainable design approach. Human Thermal Comfort is a key condition elements
within the spatial compositions. In order for spaces to be adequate in terms of their condition
Human Thermal Comfort should be achieved. Within the methodology, a discussion revolving
around the standardization of the Human Thermal Comfort Zone and what components affect this
condition is addressed. Cost of spatial conditions is elaborated within the methodology to represent
ranges of costs of different spatially composed spaces within the Built Environment Spatial Layers
both operational and construction based. This understanding that revolves around the definition of
the space, the conditions of the space, and the cost of them gives the framework in order to address
sustainability within designed spaces as well as gauge them within the built environment.

4. Space

Often the expression “no man is an island”, (Donne, J) is intended to represent human isolation in
its most extreme form. Contrary to the statement, an element overlooked within this expression
frequently is the existence of that Island. The expression is intended as an example of articulating
absolute isolation of the human in existence. However, the location of an island is still declared.
As humans who inhabit this earth, we cannot exist without a space to inhabit. There is an
undeniable link between the spaces and the inhabitants within them. The practice of engaging the
composition of these spaces for the human inhabitance is commonly what is known as
Architecture. Spaces will continue to exist and Architecture is the mean of addressing the design
of them. Understanding spaces is the initial stage in order to develop directions of engagement to
start the discussion surrounding the design of these spaces.
Space is a general term that is used widely however not understood completely. Space is a general
concept that we understand and we could associate in defining spaces that we visit and see. It is
usually the case that a solid definition of space is difficult to attain in terms of rigid boundaries.
Space is commonly defined as an extended three-dimensional boundary that objects, humans, and
events could exist with in different positions placed within that boundary. A rough understanding
of space is developed through any intellectual capacity. In order to define space which is an
unquantifiable concept, quantifiable measures would need to be placed in order to establish a solid
definition.
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Within the realm of architecture space is usually defined as an element of architecture that is
incorporated within the design. Space again is a general term and is difficult in determining exactly
the makeup of this concept. Within architecture tools such as forms, geometry, patterns, and
aesthetical features are some elements that are used to define and quantify space through the
design. Of course, within the discipline of architecture it is the intent to design habitable spaces.
Within habitable spaces there is a sense of an inhabitants existing within the spaces created. The
spaces created therefore must limit some of the general characteristic that the inhabitants acquire.
Most of the spaces within architecture are suited for the human form. The ergonomic elements of
the human form are studied in order to address the standardization of key elements within
architectural design. This is prevalent within our understanding of dimensions that are standardized
such as furniture dimensions and building proportions. Therefore, it is in agreement that
architectural spaces require the inhabitant, which is the human. Understanding the relationship of
the human to the space will allow for the classification of different elements that compose these
spaces initially.
As previously stated space in an architectural setting is inherently tied to the human existence. The
rationale behind humans existing within a particular space is the conceptual ideal behind the
existence of that space itself. The initial concept behind the existence of that space arrives at a
certain condition that the space exists within. Spaces that are typical within the architecture realm
are workspaces, entertainment spaces, living spaces, etc. Each space is defined with an inherent
concept that allows for the existence of that space, such as a workspace exists to conduct work.
Understanding the conceptual ideal behind the creation of the space and the human existence
within it arrives at an overall condition of that specific space. A conditional element of the space
is defined as what the space conditions are that allow for activities to occur within that space. An
example of this is if there is a workspace, a work-related environment would be contained within
that space allowing for the workspace to be a work space condition. The condition of the space
can be determined through the inhabitants’ external interference with the environment space
condition. The human would have external conduct with the elements that make up that space
condition. For example, the work space example would have an isolated controlled environment
that will allow for the human to be productive in conducting that work. These attributes of the
condition of the space are defined as components. The definition of space under the three elements
of Concept, Condition, and Components is termed the Tripartite Spatial Identification Method.
Therefore, through the inhabitants which is the human in his senses these components could be
identified and understood. The essential human senses of sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch are
adequate to define these components. The senses of the human inhabitants exist within a threedimensional realm. Therefore, the definition of the components also occupied that threedimensional realm.
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(Figure 4.1) Tripartite Spatial Identification Method Elements - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 4.2) Tripartite Spatial Identification Method Elements in a space - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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4.1 Spatial Concept

(Figure 4.3) Spatial Concept diagram - (Alnuaimi 2017)
As previously stated spatial boundaries within an architectural context have a conceptual element
referred to as the concept. The concept of any spatial boundary within this definition refers to the
rationale behind its existence. For example, a workspace is a space that is needed in order to
conduct work in, therefore the concept of a workspace is work. The concept element within the
architectural design discourse refers to the activity as well. The concept element of spatial
boundaries is the essential element in terms of creating that space initially. In this example, in
order for the workspace to exist there has to be an intention of work also known as the concept.
Many spaces can be identified through their conceptual existence by identifying the main concept
of that space. With this stated however there are spaces that have a mixture of concepts known as
grand spaces or multifunctional spaces. It is still the case that the individual concepts could be
identified which in hand facilitated the creation the spaces in the first place. Spaces are identified
through their activities within a list of spaces needed referred to within architectural design
practices as the architectural program. Architectural programs are the main elements used to
classify the different spaces intended as well as their corresponding spatial dimensions. Activities
with an architecture are based on the human inhabitants, therefore they are regulated through
specific codes that allow for certain activities to exist. There are many different regulating entities
in terms of spaces that allow for activities to occur. An example of this is the International Building
Code where standards for spatial dimensions and attributes are listed in order to allow for the
activities for the inhabitants to exist. (IBC, I. 2006). Identifying and understanding the concept of
a spaces allows for an understanding of the components needed in order to serve that space to
maintain the activity required. This understanding allows for the engagement of the components
in order to facilitate.
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4.2 Spatial Condition

(Figure 4.4) Spatial Condition diagram - (Alnuaimi 2017)
Architectural spatial boundaries within the architectural realm have a conditioning element of
space referred to as the condition. The condition of the space is defined in this context as the overall
environmental states of that space that is composed through the components that make the
condition. Conditions of spaces are regulated within the Built Environment. Some spatial condition
regulations are in order to maintain certain criteria of health and comfort within these spaces. An
example of a Thermal spatial regulation standard that is widely present is the ANSI/ASHRAE
Standard 55, (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55). Starting with the concept of the spatial boundaries
the condition of the space could be delivered. To tie this into the example of the workspace
previously illustrated, a condition of a workspace would have work space components such as
sound barriers or space conditioning that allow for the work condition to exist within that spatial
boundary. With the mixture of different spatial concepts within an architectural application a
mixture of conditions could also exist. However, it is a crucial element for the space to maintain
its specific condition in order to function with the concept it has initially. For example, a workspace
that does not create the workspace condition by maintaining lighting and cooling for example, can
no longer serve the concept of the workspace therefore deeming it an unusable space.
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4.3 Spatial Components

(Figure 4.5) Spatial Components diagram - (Alnuaimi 2017)
Spaces within an architectural setting are comprised of a final element which is the components.
Key components of space within this definition are defined as the individual elements that are
identifiable within a spatial composition that serve the spatial concept and condition. These
component elements could be identified as existing physical architectural designed elements.
Within the workspace, a component of that workspace would be an enclosure that allows for that
space to be contain. So, to demonstrate a three-part explanation of the space with the use of the
workspace example the following three steps are found. Starting from the bottom the components
of the workspace such as enclosures, sound isolation, etc. are identified as components that serve
the workspace condition. These components are what creates the workspace condition and the
workspace condition would not exist if these components were not available. After that, the
concept of the workspace exists because on the elemental level the components and the condition
of the workspace exist. These three elements of the space are all in service of it, this allows for the
spatial definition to occur.

4.4 Spaces within the Built Environment
Through understanding the crucial Tripartite Spatial Identification Method an analysis method has
been derived. Human inhabitants and spaces are two inseparable entities. Within the built
environment inhabitants always exists in a spatial setting. Through the Tripartite Spatial
Identification Method, the built environment is understood as different spatial settings. These
spatial settings are explored under the idea of the Built Environment Spatial Layers.
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5. The Built Environment Spatial Layers
Throughout the previous section the Tripartite Spatial Identification Method was explained. This
method within architectural design helps identify components that are taken into consideration
when analyzing the different spaces in layer distributions within the architecture. These
components are all effected by the design by a series of factors. The first factor is the architect.
The architect can influence the design and to a certain extent, after that point the architect can no
longer affect the design therefore the diagram in Figure 5.1 is representing the gradient line of
where the architect has effect and does not have effect equally.
The second factor is the climate where the climate affects the architecture to a certain point after
this point the building is actively cooled or heated in order to mitigate the climate, resulting in the
gradient distribution line. within the diagram, it is represented where the climate is no longer
effective.
The third factor is the user. Users of the architecture are throughout different spaces; some spaces
are used more than others. for this reason, the gradient diagram is representing the user as being
on site and then gradually gets into the building where he is foremost there and that movement
itself yields different classifications of layers.
finally, there is nature. Nature is defined as whatever is barren land that was never touched by
human intervention. These are the four factors that distinguish the different distributions of areas
in terms of layers within the architectural design aspect. These represent Different entities that are
at play within the spectrum of spaces provided within the built environment. The Built
Environment Spatial Layers are distributed based on the component response that ties these factors
together.
The Built Environment Spatial Layers are spatial classifications of the built environment based on
the Tripartite Spatial Identification Method that takes into consideration the concept, the condition,
and the components of spaces. This classification is an understanding of different instances of
space observed within the built environment. The following sections discuss the definition of each
layer as well as provide insight on its identification through the Tripartite Spatial Identification
Method of the Concept, Condition, and Components.
The following layout represents the definitions within the Built Environment Spatial Layers. Each
definition is a brief explanation of the defining elements of the particular layer. These are also
represented in the Figure 5.1 to elaborate their location and an illustration depicting the general
characteristics of these layers is represented. These layers will be defined further with the
definition section of the Built Environment Spatial Layers.
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(Figure 5.1) Built Environment Spatial Layers on Generalized Site - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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5.1 Zones within the Built Environment Spatial Layers
The Existing Zone within the Built Environment Spatial Layers is meant to represent every space
that has been in existence before the design is to take place. These spaces are usually what surround
the site and through no mean can the designers of the project intervene with these spaces. The
layers that fall into this category are the Nature Layer and the Constructed Layer.

On the other hand of this zone spectrum is the Design Zone. The Design Zone is meant to indicate
the division between what can be designed and what cannot. The Design Zone encompasses the
four layers within the Built Environment Spatial Layers that the design can manipulate being the
Connection Layer, the Landscape Layer, the Semi Enclosed Layer, and the Climatically Controlled
Layer. The entirety of these layers are a composition of spaces that can be inflicted and
manipulated through the design allowing for difference space compositions to occur. The
following section explains the four layers that are allocated within the design zone to represent a
definition of the layers through the Tripartite Spatial Identification Method as well as an
understanding delivered by photographic imagery taken of the components within each layer.

(Figure 5.2) Built Environment Spatial Layers Zones - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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5.2 Nature Layer

The Nature Layer is a layer that identifies spaces as natural and untouched by humans, that exist
on this planet. These spaces are barren spaces that have not been altered through human
intervention. Examples of these spaces are large forests and deserts that do not have any human
inhabitation. Preserves and unreachable lands also fall within this Nature Layer. A basic definition
of the Nature Layer is the spaces that have formed through the natural means of this planet that
have not encountered any human intervention yet.

(Figure 5.3) Tucson Undisturbed Nature Desert - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 5.4) Tucson Undisturbed Nature Mountains - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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5.3 Constructed Layer

Within the Built Environment Spatial Layers the Constructed Layer represents a scope of where
the human intervention has started. The Constructed Layer contains most of the infrastructure and
buildings that are present within the built environment. However, the main distinguishing feature
within this layer is the existence of these spaces beforehand. Examples of some of these spaces are
highway infrastructure, cities and, major urban settlements. All these different exist prior to the
design project, therefore no design intervention can take place within them making them as
existing spaces. This notion of design contrasted with the existing plays a major role in
categorizing the Built Environment Spatial Layers, with it the two distinctive zones are perceived
the Existing Zone and the Design Zone.

(Figure 5.5) Tucson Constructed Environment - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 5.6) University of Arizona Constructed Environment - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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5.4 Connection Layer

The Connection Layer is the first layer that is encountered within the different classifications of
the Built Environment Spatial Layers. The reason this layer exists is primarily due to the fact that
inhabitants generally seek an endpoint to reach within architecture. This endpoint within the
architecture is a confined spatial location where the inhabitants are stationary for periods of time.
Therefore, this layer serves as the connection element. The most common components within this
Connection Layer are identified as inhabitant circulation elements such as sidewalks, pathways,
and stairs. This layer is most commonly in an exterior condition within the site boundaries,
Therefore, it is regularly the greatest layer exposed to the exterior environmental factors.

(Figure 5.7) Connection Layer spatial diagram - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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The Connection Layer within the Built Environment Spatial Layers exists due to the fact that
there is an inherent nature that surrounds both the design and human factors. The design and human
factors within the Connection Layer
are the natural circulation characteristics of human
limitations and the inherent practice within the design of centralizing the architecture within the
proposed sites. The nature of the human factors in terms of the inhabitants using the built
environment is one of movement. Since there is a limitation within the nature of humans in terms
of transportation from a location to another, the architecture must reflect this nature in terms of
allowing for circulation to occur. The nature of the design factors that surround designers designing
the built environment is most commonly to create centralized designs within the site limitations,
these limitations are due to regulations and design implementations that the architecture reflects
through its characteristics. Therefore, within the Connection Layer it is prominently noticed that
connection and circulation elements are meant to connect the inhabitants to spaces of longer
inhabitation. These identified connection elements are the main factors of identifying this layer
and are the sole reason for its existence within the built environment.
As a result of the concept within the Connection Layer of the Built Environment Spatial Layers
a variety of connection conditions exist. This variety is due to the natural limitations that are faced
within the design. These spatial limitations are what create different scenarios that the Connection
Layer concept exists within. The scenarios are based on the limitations of the built environment
in the sense that there is a spectrum of spatial density from high to low within the practice of
design. These conditions of the Connection Layer exist within the high, medium, and low density
built environment settings. Examples of the Connection Layer concept in terms of the resultant
conditions are represented in the following examples of a high, medium, and low density setting.

(Figure 5.8) Connection Layer General Spatial Composition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The three different scenarios of spatial settings explained represent the grand idea of this
Connection Layer within its different conditions based on the design settings. There are instances
where the spatial design setting might allow for a different interpretation in terms of the design of
these connection conditions. However, the spectrum provided within the previous illustrations
represent the overarching connection condition idea that exists within every single example of
Connection Layers within the built environment. Different connection conditions of space exist
within the different settings, which are comprised of primarily individual components that give the
Connection Layer its spatial condition.
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5.4.1 Connection Layer Components
The Connection Layer as defined within the previous section is primarily composed of an element
of connection within the design that leads the inhabitants to the greater residing spaces within the
design. Furthermore, the main characteristics of this Connection Layer
within the Built
Environment Spatial Layers as stated previously is the connection element in its essence.
Therefore, perceived components within this Connection Layer are components that serve and
provide connection from the site boundaries to the main habitation spaces within the design. The
most typical reoccurring connection components within the Connection Layer are the components
known as sidewalks, pathways, and stairs. There are similar existing conditions of these connection
components within a variety of designs. however, they serve the same sole purpose of acting as a
connection component.
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5.4.1.1 Connection Layer Components (Sidewalks, Walkways):
The sidewalk and walkway elements are components within the Connection Layer of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers. Sidewalks and walkways are defined as hardscapes such as paved
surfaces. These hardscapes allow for pedestrians to move over, they are usually located at the side
of roadways and are intended to deliver the pedestrians to the greater built up spaces. These
components exist within the built environment as elements of horizontal connections. These
components can be found starting at the edge of the site and moving to the greater built up space,
these components also exist in connecting different larger spaces within campus settings.
Sidewalks and walkways are components that have different shapes and forms within the built
environment that maintain the concept of connection. Examples of common sidewalks and
walkways are represented within the figures below.

(Figure 5.9) Connection Layer Components (Sidewalks, Walkways) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 1
Example of a Connection Component, Sidewalk constructed of concrete connecting the north and
south side of the Mall area on the University of Arizona campus.
Component 2
Example of a Connection Component, Pathway constructed of bricks to create a connection
between a large grass field.
Component 3
Example of a Connection Component, Pathway constructed of concrete connecting to a building
located on the campus.
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5.4.1.2 Connection Layer Components (Pathways):
Pathways are elements of connection that exists within the Connection Layer of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers. Pathways are defined as horizontal circulation elements that have a
rough or coarse form as they are usually soft surfaces that have been formed through repetition of
movement or the intention of being a minimum impact circulation elements. Pathways are
additionally horizontal connecting elements that are usually placed in rural environments. These
components are found within the distribution of the site starting at the edges and connecting to the
greater spaces, pathways as well could connect spaces to each other in a greater campus setting.
Pathways can exist in different shapes and forms throughout the built environment, yet they still
maintain the concept of connection. Examples illustrated below demonstrate different examples of
pathways within the built environment.

(Figure 5.10) Connection Layer Components (Pathways) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 4
Example of a Connection Component, Pathway created from dirt that is designed as an element of
connection within a garden.
Component 5
Example of a Connection Component, Pathway made from dirt created from the movement of
students between two buildings in an attempt to shorten walking distances.
Component 6
Example of a Connection Component, Pathway made from gravel created as a diversion path away
from the large corner intended to be taken when students transition for classes.
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5.4.1.3 Connection Layer Components (Exterior Stairs):
Stairs are components within the Connection Layer. Stairs are a sequence of singular steps that
allow for human movement from one level to another in a vertical manner. This connection
component serves within the Connection Layer as providing temporary spaces of circulation that
allow for the connection beginning off site to the spaces of longer habitation within the design. It
is notable that stairs come in numerous dissimilar forms and dimensions. The essence of the stairs
in terms of its definition is the main factor in determining the stair components within the
Connection Layer.

(Figure 5.11) Connection Layer Components (Exterior Stairs) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 7
Example of a Connection Component, Stairs made from concrete intended to circulate students
upwards to the Administration building.
Component 8
Example of a Connection Component, Stairs made from concrete intended to circulate students
downwards to the Interactive Learning Center.
Component 9
Example of a Connection Component, Ramp made from concrete intended to circulate students
upwards to the building serving as a connection element.
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Sidewalks and walkways, Pathways, and Stairs are the most common component illustrations of
the concept of connection with the Connection Layer of the Built Environment Spatial Layers.
Within the various outlets of design there exist different variations of connection components.
However, the underlining concept of the different varieties is the concept of connection. The
concept of connection is the sole distinguisher of the components that formulate the Connection
Layer within the built environment.

5.4.2 Connection Layer Environmental Factors

The natural environment in terms of climate, effects the built environment in numerous method of
engagement. The Connection Layer
is commonly the most exposed layer to the natural
environment. This is because the Connection Layer exists at the periphery of most of the built
environment sites. The Connection Layer is affected by the natural environment through
increased solar exposures and the immediate climate conditions. Solar exposure is usually at a
maximum within the Connection Layer due to the fact that the Connection Layer is regularly at
the margin of any given built environment site. This location allows for the connection condition
to occur, the connection condition is usually situated with a movement or a transitional instance
of the inhabitants. Therefor minimum environmental mitigating interventions are taken allowing
this condition to be significantly exposed to the natural environment. Due to the same reason that
the Connection Layer is exposed to solar exposure there is also an exposure to the climate in
terms of air movement and temperature within the condition. This exposure to the natural
environment is the most common type of condition that the Connection Layer is presented within.
However, that is not constantly the case thought it is prevalent when the Connection Layer has a
significant spatial condition. The identification of the Connection Layer within the architectural
drawings allows for the contextual understanding of some of the environmental factors that play a
role within that specific condition of the design.
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5.5 Landscape Layer

The Landscape Layer is the second layer encounter in sequence of the Built Environment Spatial
Layers within the different classifications of them. The rationale behind the existence of this layer
is due to the fact that within the design practice there frequently is a specific allotted piece of land
that the building is not built upon. This specific piece of land varies in sizes and in some instances,
does not exist. Typical components within the Landscape Layer are those that have a landscape
nature and are ways of mitigating horizontal unbuilt environments such as vegetation, hardscape
pavements, and landscape features. Additionally, as a result of this layer being generally in an
exterior condition outside the building it is also exposed to a numerous amount of natural
environmental factors.

(Figure 5.12) Landscape Layer spatial diagram - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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The Landscape Layer within the Built Environment Spatial Layers exists due to the fact that there
are natural design and program factors influencing the classification of the Landscape Layer. The
nature of design and the program factors within the Landscape Layer exist by allowing for land to
be allotted as a setback as well as program factors being the specific location of square footage.
This makes the building size what is needed and not expanding through the whole site. Within the
design practice it has become a commonly act that regulations require a setback on the specific
site. Due to this reason, many landscapes occur. On the other hand, there is the nature of the
program factor which shapes landscapes on the site. The program factor states that a certain area
is required therefore the building encloses that required space, if this site is larger there will be
leftover unbuilt spaces which are considered landscape conditions. Accessible horizontal planes
within the design are most commonly within the Landscape Layer if there are no buildings around
it. Therefore, the concept within the Landscape Layer is that one of minimal manufactured
architectural intervention that serves as excess space, this space then can be utilized with a function
or not. Therefore, with every Landscape Layer it is prevalent to see landscape components that are
meant to serve the landscape concept. These Landscape Layer components are the main factors
that identify this layer and are the reason for its existence.
As a result of the concept within the Landscape Layer of the Built Environment Spatial Layers a
variety of landscape conditions exist on different scales within the built environment. This variety
is due to the natural limitations faced when undertaking a project through design. These spatial
limitations and restrictions are what initiate the different scenarios that the Landscape Layer
concept exists throughout. These scenarios are based on the limitations of the built environment in
the different spectrum of spatial densities. The Landscape Layer is examined through the spatial
densities of high, medium, and low in order to develop an understanding around the Landscape
Layer conditions in these specific settings.

(Figure 5.13) Landscape Layer General Spatial Composition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The three different scenarios of spatial settings explained represent the grater idea of the Landscape
Layer within its different conditions based on the design settings. There are instances where the
spatial design setting might allow for a different interpretation in terms of the design of these
landscape conditions. However, the spectrum provided within the previous illustrations represent
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the overarching landscape condition idea that exists within every single example of a Landscape
Layers within the built environment. Different landscape conditions of space exist within the
different settings, which are comprised of primarily individual components that give the Landscape
Layer its spatial condition.

5.5.1 Landscape Layer Components
The Landscape Layer as previously defined within the earlier section is composed primarily of an
element of landscape within the design that is meant as excess space that the inhabitants would
either use or not. Additionally, the essence of this layer occurs in the concept that the Landscape
Layer is an accumulation of horizontal space that is undefined in terms of specific allotted
programs of the building. Therefore, perceive components within the Landscape Layer are those
that serve the purpose of excess space such as decoration and the creation of some used spaces.
These spaces within the Landscape Layer can fall under two categories of used spaces and unused
spaces. The components within the Landscape Layer however reflect both of these categories. The
components that are prominently perceived within the Landscape Layer are components such as
vegetation, pavements, and topography. Within the Landscape Layer there exist similar
components that serve the landscape condition and therefore they fall within the greater
classification of the components within the Landscape Layer.
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5.5.1.1 Landscape Layer Components (Vegetation):
The vegetation elements are components within the Landscape Layer of the Built Environment
Spatial Layers. Vegetation is defined as the overall cover of living plant elements over a specific
area. These components exist within the Landscape Layer in different shapes and forms. Some
vegetation components within the Landscape Layer are those of vast nature that are uniformly
covered such as lawns. Within the Landscape Layer there are instances where the vegetation is
based on a pattern or a clustered formation that would be patches of vegetation. Examples of the
most common occurring types of vegetation as a landscape components within the Landscape
Layer are represented within the figures below.

(Figure 5.14) Landscape Layer Components (Vegetation) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 1
Example of a Landscape Component, Tree and Bushes located on a landscape area between two
on campus student housing buildings.
Component 2
Example of a Landscape, Cactus garden as a landscaped area within the campus.
Component 3
Example of a Landscape Component, Flowers planted within construed containers to frame as well
as to be well maintained.
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5.5.1.2 Landscape Layer Components (Pavements, Groundcover):
The pavement elements are components within the Landscape Layer of the Built Environment
Spatial Layers. Pavements are defined as modular hard elements of either stone or brick that are
arranged in specific patterns to allow for a horizontal accessible area to be created and used. These
pavement elements are usually incorporated within the landscape condition in terms of allowing
for exterior space or as landscape decoration elements. Some examples of these occur in plazas or
courtyards that are paved. The pavement elements within the landscape condition also have
different shapes and forms and can exist throughout the landscape based on the constraints.
Examples of common pavement arrangements within the landscape condition are represented
within the figures below.

(Figure 5.15) Landscape Layer Components (Pavements, Groundcover) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 4
Example of a Landscape Component, Brick pavement that is the landscape of the Main Library
Building.
Component 5
Example of a Landscape Component, grass field planted on the Mall area of the University of
Arizona campus.
Component 6
Example of a Landscape Component, Stones and Gravel Groundcover serving as landscaping for
the landscape area of the Harvil Building.
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5.5.1.3 Landscape Layer Components (Topography):
The topography in terms of landscape is an element that is considered as a component within the
Landscape Layer of the Built Environment Spatial Layers. Topography is defined as the change
of vertical height of the earth material that is perceivable by humans traversing the land. These
elements of topography exist within the landscape condition as some decorative elements as well
as environmental strategies such as berming. Different typography elements can exist within
landscape conditions within the Landscape Layer. Examples of different typography conditions
are represented in the examples below.

(Figure 5.16) Landscape Layer Components (Topography) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 7
Example of a Landscape Component, Hill condition between the Arizona State Museum Building
and University Blvd.
Component 8
Example of a Landscape Component, Earth swale condition creating a depression landscaped area
for water retention.
Component 9
Example of a Landscape Component, Mound condition between the sidewalk and building to
create a visual connection between them.
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Vegetation, pavements, and topography are by far the most common components within landscape
conditions within the Landscape Layer of the Built Environment Spatial Layers. Within the nature
of design there are many different outcomes. Examples of different landscape components can be
found. However, the overarching concept of the landscape condition as being a supplementary
space through the design is the sole essence of the landscape condition classifying the Landscape
Layer.

5.5.2 Landscape Layer Environmental Factors

The natural environment in the concept of climate impacts the built environment in different
methods. The Landscape Layer is frequently one of the most exposed layers to the natural
environment. This is due to the fact that the Landscape Layer exists in predominately exterior
applications of the built environment. Therefore, the Landscape Layer is effected by the natural
environment through increased solar exposures, immediate air temperature exposure, and wind
exposure. The solar exposure is most commonly within the Landscape Layer of those conditions
where most of the components are shallow vegetation or pavement elements. There are landscape
conditions where trees are the main vegetation therefore there are increased patches of shadows.
However, these solar exposures are still an aspect to the landscape condition. There are no air
temperature conditioning elements within the Landscape Layer, therefore this layer is exposed to
whatever the general climate is and might fluctuate relatively based on the immediate microclimate
conditions. The wind is also an environmental factor that effects this layer since there are many
exposed areas within landscape conditions. However, that is not entirely the case, some instances
would be covered by some typography components or pavement components that divert the wind
or slow it down. These are the typical conditions in terms of natural environment exposures within
the landscape condition in the Landscape Layer. Furthermore, there are some instances where the
Landscape Layer is highly guarded in terms of the environmental factors. The identification of the
Landscape Layer within various architectural drawings represent a contextual understanding of
some of the constraints in terms of environmental factors that play a major role within the specific
conditions of that design.
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5.6 Semi Enclosed Layer

The Semi Enclosed Layer is the third layer that is encountered in sequence of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers within the difference classification of them. The reason behind the
existence of this layer is due to the fact that within the context of a building some spaces are
considered semi enclosed spaces due to their semi enclosed nature. These semi enclosed spaces
occasionally serve environmental strategies or are commonalities of design. Common components
within the Semi Enclosed Layer are those that have a semi enclosed nature such as inhabitable
double skin conditions and cantilever conditions that enclose a certain space. Due to the nature of
the semi-enclosed layer being one that is protected the natural environmental factors that this layer
is exposed to are generally lower than the previous two layers.

(Figure 5.17) Semi Enclosed Layer spatial diagram - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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The Semi Enclosed Layer within the Built Environment Spatial Layers is in existence mainly due
to the fact that there are natural design and environmental strategy factors influencing the creation
and the classification of the Semi Enclosed Layer. Due to the nature of design many designers tend
to design semi enclosed spaces within the architecture that allows for the entry sequence and or
some breakout spaces to occur. These types of conditions create the Semi Enclosed Layer
condition. Within the nature of environmental strategies, it is common to create Semi Enclosed
Layers as buffers between the natural climate and the controllable climates within the building.
Therefore, the Semi Enclosed Layer condition exists within typical environmental strategies that
are habitable. The concept of the Semi Enclosed Layer within the Built Environment Spatial
Layers is that one of semi enclosed nature. Most commonly Semi Enclosed Layer conditions have
a horizontal overhead element that provides cover from the natural climate and additionally some
horizontal enclosure elements whether natural or man-made. The classification of the Semi
Enclosed Layer can be mainly determined by components that exist within the semi enclosed
conditions, these components are the main factor for identifying the layer as well as the reason for
its existence.
As a result of the concept a variety of semi enclosed conditions exist on different scales within the
built environment of the classification of the Semi Enclosed Layer. This variation in scales is due
to the natural limitations that are faced during undertaking a project through the process of design.
These spatial limitations that are presented are what initiate different scenarios that the semi
enclosed concept exists within. The limitation of the built environment creates these scenarios
based on the different spectrum of spatial densities within the built environment. The Semi
Enclosed Layer is examined through the spatial densities of high, medium, and low in order to
initiate understanding around the concept of the semi-enclosed layer conditions in these specific
spatial density settings.

(Figure 5.18) Semi Enclosed Layer General Spatial Composition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The three different scenarios of spatial settings explained represent the general idea of the Semi
Enclosed Layer within its different conditions based on the design settings. Instances exist where
the spatial design setting might allow for a different interpretation in terms of the design of these
semi enclosed conditions. The spectrum provided within the previous illustrations represent the
overarching semi enclosed condition idea that exists within every single example of a Semi
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Enclosed Layers within the built environment. Different semi enclosed conditions of space exist
within the different settings, which are comprised of primarily individual components that give the
Semi Enclosed Layer its spatial condition.

5.6.1 Semi Enclosed Layer Components
The Semi Enclosed Layer definition as previously addressed within the earlier sections is
composed initially of an element of semi enclosure within the design that is meant as a habitable
excess space. These semi enclosed spaces are defined as special conditions where there is a semi
enclosed nature that serve as supplementary spaces within the project. These spaces are most
commonly used as leisure or sub programs spaces. Therefore, the perceived components within
the Semi Enclosed Layer of the Built Environment Spatial Layers are those that have a concept of
semi enclosure purposes. Semi enclosures can be comprised of many different components.
However, an overarching idea of semi enclosure is present within all of them. The most commonly
perceived components within the semi enclosed conditions are overhead coverings, vertical
enclosing elements, and unconditioned spaces. Within the Semi Enclosed Layer there are
components that exist which have a similar nature to the semi enclosed concept. Because of this
reason, they are considered within the semi enclosed components that make up the semi enclosed
condition.
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5.6.1.1 Semi Enclosed Layer Components (Overhead Coverings):
The overhead covering elements are components within the Semi Enclosed Layer of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers within the built environment. Overhead coverings are defined as those
components that are within the inhabitable spaces of the design that are placed overhead the
inhabitants to allow for a semi enclosure vertically to occur. These components are mostly intended
to block any vertical natural climatic elements from the space that is semi enclosed. Examples of
these could be on awnings and cantilevered sections that allow for an overhead covering condition
to occur. Examples of the most common occurring components of overhead coverings within the
Semi Enclosed Layer are represented within the figures below.

(Figure 5.19) Semi Enclosed Layer Components (Overhead Coverings) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 1
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Overhead metal shading structure at the Student Union
to create Semi Enclosed space adjacent to the Food Court.
Component 2
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Overhead shading structure creating a Semi Enclosed
condition that surrounds the building to shade the fenestrations on the south and west facades.
Component 3
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Overhead hung shading structure creating a Semi
Enclosed condition at intervals in a extend exterior circulation corridor.
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5.6.1.1 Semi Enclosed Layer Components (Vertical Enclosure Elements):
Vertical enclosure elements are components within the Semi Enclosed Layer of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers within the built environment. Vertical enclosure elements are defined
as elements that are semi enclosures in the application that exists on a vertical axis within the semi
enclosure. These are to create semi enclosure spaces and these components are found throughout
semi enclosed conditions. Some examples of vertical enclosure elements could be screen walls or
portions of walls that enclose the space. There are different shapes and forms of vertical enclosure
elements within the semi enclosed conditions. Examples of the most popular vertical enclosure
elements are represented within the semi enclosed conditions to arrive at an understanding within
the figures below.

(Figure 5.20) Semi Enclosed Layer Components (Vertical Enclosure Elements) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 4
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Vertical metal mesh enclosure creating Semi Enclosed
space between the Architecture Building and the Landscape.
Component 5
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Vertical metal installation enclosure used as a Semi
Enclosure Component.
Component 6
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Vertical concrete wall providing Semi Enclosure from
the street condition.
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5.6.1.1 Semi Enclosed Layer Components (Unconditioned Spaces):
Unconditioned spaces are components within the Semi Enclosed Layer of the Built Environment
Spatial Layers within the built environment. The definition of unconditioned spaces are the spaces
of semi enclosure that do not have an active conditioning systems that allows for the change in the
general climate within the proximity of the semi enclosed space. These spaces could have an
intention of program use however they are not controlled through the active conditioning of the
spaces. This is a crucial component that shapes the semi enclosed condition. Examples of the
spaces are large exterior corridors and covered exterior courtyards. These conditions also exist in
many different shapes and forms however, they hold the essence of the component which are being
unconditioned spaces. Examples represented below illustrate these conditions of semi enclosure
within the Semi Enclosed Layer.

(Figure 5.21) Semi Enclosed Layer Components (Unconditioned Spaces) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 7
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Breezeway space that has no active conditioning
elements.
Component 8
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Courtyard space that has no active conditioning
elements in the Integrated Learning Center
Component 9
Example of a Semi Enclosed Component, Extended Courtyard space that has no active
conditioning elements at Campus Health.
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Overhead coverings, vertical enclosure elements, and unconditioned spaces are predominately
common components within the semi enclosed condition that allow for the identification of the
Semi Enclosed Layer to occur. Within the distinguishable nature of design and manipulation of
spaces, many different forms of the semi enclosed condition can exist. The components defined
above represent a part of the spectrum of different components that create the semi enclosed
condition however different varieties do exist. Within these different varieties, the overarching
concept of semi enclosure exists within all of its components which is in essence the semi enclosure
of space for inhabitants use.

5.6.2 Semi Enclosed Layer Environmental Factors

The natural environment in terms of climate affect the built environment in numerous means. The
Semi Enclosed Layer falls within the category however, it is not exposed to the natural
environment as much as the previous two layers. This is based on the fact that the Semi Enclosed
Layer exists predominantly within a semi enclosed condition within the built environment.
Therefore, the semi enclosed condition is effected minimally by the natural environment through
slight solar exposures and wind while being more exposed to the air temperature surrounding the
condition. The solar exposure within the Semi Enclosed Layer is usually at a lesser value than the
exposed layers due to the fact that the semi enclosure blocks some of the solar rays from entering
into the space. This minimizes some of the direct solar gains within the space yielding the semienclosed space as a slightly cooler space. The wind is minimized within the semi enclosed space
conditions due to the fact that some of the vertical enclosure elements divert the winds away from
the semi enclosed space. Due to this fact, these spaces have higher comfort rates in terms of air
velocity. The air temperature fluctuates slightly cooler with in the semi enclosed spaces due to the
fact that there are minimum solar gains and the semi enclosure allows for a microclimate condition
to occur. The exposure to the natural environment in this scenario is a typical exposure within the
semi enclosed conditions within the Semi Enclosed Layer. There are instances where the semi
enclosed conditions are allowing for the natural environment to enter the space in greater standings
and also there are lesser standings. The identification of the Semi Enclosed Layer within various
architectural drawings represent the contextual understanding of some of the environmental factors
constraining the major role within the specific conditions of that design of the Semi Enclosed
Layer.
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5.7 Climatically Controlled Layer

The Climatically Controlled Layer is the final layer encountered in sequence within the different
classification of them in the Built Environment Spatial Layers. The dominant factor for the
existence of this layer is due to the fact that the architecture encompasses the specific program
which creates this layer spaces. The design is usually intended for a main reason and the main
reason is the spatial configuration that is represented within this layer due to its importance. Most
of the Climatically Controlled Layer spaces are those that serve architectural programs such as
office spaces, meeting rooms, etc. Due to the nature of the climatically control layer being one that
is fully enclosed there are no exposures to the environmental factors except miner intrusions.

(Figure 5.22) Climatically Controlled Layer spatial diagram - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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The Climatically Controlled Layer within the Built Environment Spatial Layers exists prominently
due to the fact that there are natural design and environmental factors that influence the
classification and creation of the Climatically Controlled Layer within the built environment. Due
to the nature of design it is commonly noticed that designers allocate the program within an
enclosure. This is to allow the space to exist. Therefore, the spaces would be within enclosures and
accessible. Most of these spaces are commonly what are known as architecture. The environmental
factors that cause the Climatically Controlled Layer to exist are those of the natural climate that
surround the built design. Since inhabitants occupy the spaces within the climatically control layer
therefor some thermal regulation must be conducted in order to maintain a standard known as
human thermal comfort within the spaces. For this reason, active climate control systems are
deployed to mitigate the climate. For that reason, the enclosure must be maintained in order to
contain the climate that is being controlled. The classification of the Climatically Controlled Layer
is mainly determined by its individual components that exist, within these components that are the
initial factors for determining the layer as well as the rationale behind its existence.
As an outcome of the concept there are a variety of climatically controlled conditions that exist
within different scales of the built environment classification of the Climatically Controlled Layer.
The variations exist due to the natural limitations that are faced during the undertaking of the
design. These scale spatial limitations are the main driving factor that create different scenarios
that the Climatically Controlled Layer exists within. The limitations within the built environment
create these different scenarios based on the varying spectrum of spatial densities. The Climatically
Controlled Layer is understood through the spatial densities of high, medium, and low in order to
developed an understanding around the concept of the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions
within the specific spatial density settings.

(Figure 5.23) Climatically Controlled Layer General Spatial Composition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Within the different scenarios of the high, medium, and low spatial settings explained, an
illustration of the general idea of the Climatically Controlled Layer within its different conditions
based on the specific design is understood. There are many different instances within the spatial
design settings that might allow for different interpretations in terms of space of the Climatically
Controlled Layer conditions. Within the spectrum provided the previous illustrations represent the
main idea of the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions within every single example and
throughout the entirety of the built environment. There are variations of different spatial
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organizations of the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions however, in its essence they all exist
within the same concept framework of climatically controlled spaces.

5.7.1 Climatically Controlled Layer Components
The definition of the Climatically Controlled Layer as mentioned beforehand within the earlier
sections is comprised of an essential element of enclosure and climatic control that is meant to
serve spaces that are habitable. The climatically controlled spaces are notably the most important
spaces of an architectural design due to the fact that they are the main habitable spaces that are
climatically controlled. These spaces are commonly associated with programs within the
architecture. Therefore, the components that make up the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions
are components that serve that nature. The overarching idea within the components that comprise
the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions are those that serve space enclosures and climatic
control. The most commonly perceived components within the climatically controlled conditions
are typically sealed enclosures, active climatic systems, and program specific spaces. Within the
Climatically Controlled Layer conditions there are similar components that serve the purpose of
enclosing and controlling the climate for the specific spatial conditions. The essential nature of the
climatically control layer however is included within all of these various types of components.
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5.7.1.1 Climatically Controlled Layer Components (Sealed Enclosures):
These sealed enclosure elements are components within the Climatically Controlled Layer of the
Built Environment Spatial Layers within a typical built environment. Sealed enclosures are defined
as the enclosures of space through the placement of material at all three dimensional aspects
surrounding the inhabitant to arrive at a space that is sealed completely with material cover that
defines that space. These components of sealed enclosure are intended to create spaces that are
sealed in order for the habitants to occupy to function. Examples of sealed enclosures are rooms
with functional doors and spaces that have some sort of entry and exit procedure of enclosure.
Examples of the most predominant occurring components of a sealed enclosure within the
Climatically Controlled Layer are represented within the figures below.

(Figure 5.24) Climatically Controlled Layer Components (Sealed Enclosures) - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Component 1
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Windows that allow a visual connection
to the exterior while maintaining a Sealed Enclosure within the Chemistry Building.
Component 2
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Sealed Passages that occupy a door to
allow for inhabitants to enter while maintain a Sealed Enclosure when closed.
Component 3
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Air Volume that is contained by the
Sealed Enclosure of the ceiling, walls, and floor.
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5.7.1.2 Climatically Controlled Layer Components (Active Climate Systems):
Active climatic systems are components that fall within the Climatically Controlled Layer
conditions of the Built Environment Spatial Layers within the built environment. Active climatic
systems are defined as those systems that require an active use of energy to supplement climate
control within a specific confined space. The main reason for the existence of the active climatic
systems within the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions is to achieve human thermal comfort
standards in order to deem functionality to the spaces provided. It is most typical to comprehend
these active systems through a typical sealed enclosure. Therefore, active climatic systems can be
either perceived through the systems themselves or through registers that the system requires in
order to deliver the climatic control. Many different shapes and sizes are present of active climate
control systems that allowed for the immediate mitigation of the enclosed climate. An example of
an active climate system is the typical air handling unit within many buildings within the built
environment. Examples of the most popular active climate systems are represented within the
figures below to arrive at an understanding of their existence within the climatically controlled
conditions of the built environment.

(Figure 5.25) Climatically Controlled Layer Components (Active Climate Systems) - (Alnuaimi
2017)

Component 4
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Supply Air Distributor that indicate that
the climate within that space is controlled.
Component 5
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Air Ducts that circulate air volume in
order to control the climate of the spaces.
Component 6
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Return Air Vent to allow for the air
volume to be return to the HVAC system for further control.
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5.7.1.3 Climatically Controlled Layer Components (Program Specific Spaces):
Program specific spaces are the main component within a typical Climatically Controlled Layer
condition within the environment layers of the built environment. The definition of program
specific spaces are those spaces that are enclosed and climatically controlled that serve a specific
architectural program in terms of square footage. An example of this might be a library that is 500
square feet. That implies that there is a requirement within the architectural program for a library
to occupy that specific spatial parameter. These spaces are what create the architecture in sense
and most of these spaces are main spaces therefore they should remain enclosed and climatically
controlled within the typical practice of design. Examples of program specific spaces are libraries,
offices, meeting rooms, etc. The program specifics spaces also can merge and combine with one
another in an open plan system or remain enclosed within its specific spatial parameter.
Illustrations of examples of program specific spaces are represented below to arrive at an
understanding of the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions within the built environment.

(Figure 5.26) Climatically Controlled Layer Components (Program Specific Spaces) - (Alnuaimi
2017)

Component 7
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Theater programmed space that receives
many inhabitants resulting in a need for climatic control
Component 8
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Studio programmed space that must be
maintained to a condition by controlling the climate.
Component 9
Example of a Climatically Controlled Layer Component, Classroom setting space that requires
climatic control.
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Sealed enclosures, active climate system, and program specific spaces are the most typical
components within the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions that allow for the identification
of the Climatically Controlled Layer to be achieved. In the distinguishable nature of design
different forms of spatial enclosures can occur. Architects try to push the limits of design
throughout many of their applications. Therefore, a variety of the Climatically Controlled Layer
conditions exist within the typical architectural realm. However, the components within these
architectural space is created are equivalent to the components that compose the Climatically
Controlled Layer condition.

5.7.2 Climatically Controlled Layer Environmental Factors

The natural environment affects the built environment in terms of climate in numerous methods.
The Climatically Controlled Layer is under the category of layers that are not exposed to the natural
environment to the greatest degree, despite the other layers. This is based on the rationale that the
Climatically Controlled Layer is a layer that has enclosures and active climate control systems that
mitigate the immediate climate within that spatial enclosure. Therefore, it's not effected greatly as
the other layers are. However, there is a minimum effect in terms of solar exposure through
windows, air leaks in terms of infiltration within the building, and radiation of the exterior heat
through the materials that enclose the space. Since the Climatically Controlled Layer spatial
conditions are those that are enclosed to a greater extent therefore any visual connection to the
exterior must be represented through glazing elements. Therefore, through the glazing elements
the solar exposure could enter into the enclosed spaces warming them up. However, many different
designs try to mitigate this phenomenon or increase it, depending on the seasons and the exact
climatic conditions the space falls in. Infiltration is a phenomenon within the built environment
that means the leaks of air through the enclosure. Air is not a hundred percent sealed within any
given space enclosure of the Climatically Controlled Layer conditions, however it is mitigated
greatly. The materials that encompass the enclosure of the climatically control layer conditions are
materials that have resistance values therefore they are not completely blocking the temperatures
from the external to the internal. It is commonly perceived that through radiation, heat might enter
the building or escape. Therefore, there are some influences of the natural environment to the
enclosed spaces of the Climatically Controlled Layer. Through representation within the
architectural drawings an understanding arrives in terms of the limitations of the space and the
surrounding layers that surround the conditioned space and how to design around that.
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5.8 The Built Environment Spatial Layers Conclusion

In conclusion, the layers of the Built Environment Spatial Layers are all distinctive in their nature
and exist within the entirety of the built environment. Through the discussion, it was understood
that the classification of the Built Environment Spatial Layers can occur based on the classification
of the spaces through the Tripartite Spatial Identification Method. The Connection Layer, the
Landscape Layer, the Semi Enclosed Layer, and the Climatically Controlled Layer are all
identified within this classification through the analysis of the spaces within these layers by
utilizing the method. This method looks at the Concept, the Condition, and the Components of
space to identify them to a specific layer. The Concepts were explored within the discussion as the
activities and Architectural programs of the spaces. The Conditions are elaborated in terms of the
micro climatic conditions that surround the space allowing for the space to be functional. And
finally, the Components were discussed as the elements within the space that compose the space.
Illustrations of different Components that are widely prevalent within the different Built
Environment Spatial Layers were represented to develop and understanding of the layer
composition. The identification of the layers all exist within the Tripartite Spatial Identification
Method. The issue of spatial settings and densities was explored in order to arrive at an
understanding that the Built Environment Spatial Layers exist in both small scales as well as larger
scales. Understanding the built environment within the classification of the Built Environment
Spatial Layers allows for a Common Language of engagement to be developed. This common
language is the means to advancing the addressing sustainability within the built environment.
The classification of the Built Environment Spatial Layers is intended to create a framework of
engagement for designers in order to address sustainability at higher levels. The framework
developed accounts for what the spaces needs as well as what the space is composed of. This
understanding allows for the design around these limitations in order to arrive at the same space
with a different composition. The identification of these spaces within a typical drawn format is
crucial to understand the composition of the spaces. The following section elaborates on the Built
Environment Spatial Layers in drawing form.

6. The Built Environment Spatial Layers Identification Case Study

The case study taken into analysis within this section is that of the College of Architecture,
Planning, and Landscape Architecture (CAPLA) on the University of Arizona campus. Completed
in 2007 by Jones studio, (Jones Studio). The reason for this case study is that the built architectural
project is frequented by all the students that study architecture as well as it contains a new
extension building next to the old existing architecture building, this allows for a greater
understanding of the Built Environment Spatial Layers distributions. In terms of the distributions
within this project, there are four layers distributed within the architectural zone, while the existing
zone cannot be designed by the architect as stated previously. The four Built Environment Spatial
Layers that exist within the architectural zone are the Connection Layer, the Landscape Layer, the
Semi Enclosed Layer, and finally the Climatically Controlled Layer. As depicted in the plan the
easiest layer to be identified is the Climatically Controlled Layer. This layer exists on the two
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buildings of the expansion to the east and the original building to the west. This layer is identified
clearly by the doors that create an entry into this area that has active systems conditioning the
climatic environment. The second layer which is a more difficult to identify is the Semi Enclosed
Layer, as previously defined the building encompassed layer is identified by spaces that are semi
enclosed within the building foot print and are affected by the building however that are not
actively heated or cooled in terms of conditioning the environment. These layers exist on the plan
at the western entry segments on the existing building and also the eastern entry segment on the
existing building. The shop area that is exterior is also considered within this layer. The next layer
is the Landscape Layer. This layer is identified as the landscape around the building where it is
not intentional that the human will spend most of their time there but it is a mean of using the
landscape to design around the building. These spaces are surrounding the two buildings and
includes the Underwood Garden to the south of the extension. Finally, there is the Connection
Layer that is mainly serves as walkways or pathways that take the user from off the site to the
building. These layers are marked with different color shades to depict where they exist on the
plan.

(Figure 6.1) Built Environment Spatial Layers plan at CAPLA - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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(Figure 6.2) Built Environment Spatial Layers cross section at CAPLA - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The south-north section through the College of Architecture Planning and Landscape Architecture
represents and overall depiction of the condition of spaces within the different Built Environment
Spatial Layers distributions. Starting from the southern point the first layer encountered within the
section is a Constructed Layer. Depicted in this infrastructure layer is an image of the existing
parking lot on the southern side of the expansion building. The condition of this lot is that of
infrastructure where it is defined that the architect cannot intervene with this area in terms of design
and it is a given space that must be there. The second layer encountered is a Connection Layer that
is a small path to the south of the site that allows for the entry of the user onto the site from the
Constructed Layer. It is usually the case where there is a Constructed Layer set, a Connection
Layer would occur next to it in order to allow for user connections from the Constructed Layer to
the building and vice versa. The layer after that is a Landscape Layer. In this layer, there is an
image of the Underwood Garden where the section is taking place. The Underwood Garden is used
by the users as a break-out area where many of the students eat their lunch or take a break. This
layer in no form is part of the square footage of the building however it is an excess area. The
image represents a body of students conversing around the planted vegetation in the Underwood
Garden. The next layer is a Semi Enclosed Layer. In this layer, an image of the breakout areas to
the south of the expansion building is represented. These breakout areas are an extension of the
offices that are distributed on the southern facade of the expansion building. These breakout areas
are intended to be places where the staff and students can go for a break, read a book or conduct
any other activities in an increase privacy setting. These spaces are not conditioned actively
however they are encompassed within the building to allow for some sort of mitigation of the
micro climatic environment to occur. The next layer after this is the Climatically Controlled Layer.
This layer is where all the architecture studios exist and an image depicting an architecture studio
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is represented. This layer is where most of the time is spent for the users of the building and it is
climatically controlled in terms of having active systems that condition the space form cooling and
heating based on the needs of the users during that period of time in the year. These controlled
layers are the highest users of energy. After that layer, there is an encounter of the Landscape
Layer to the north, this side is where there are minimum vegetation attempts in order to decorate
the building. After that is a Connection Layer again that is meant as a path for users to circulate
around the building. Finally, a Constructed Layer where Speedway Boulevard is located. An image
depicting Speedway Boulevard and the car traffic on it is represented within the section.

(Figure 6.3) Built Environment Spatial Layers transverse section at CAPLA - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The east-west section through the College of Architecture Planning and Landscape Architecture
expansion building and existing building is represented below. Within this section layers occur
and reoccur depending on the situation of these spaces. Starting from the east a Landscape Layer
is identified and an image representing the condition of that space is illustrated. This space is not
represented for any functions and there is minimum vegetation placement. The next space is
cutting through the studios and the shop area. This space is climatically conditions therefore it is
considered as a Climatically Controlled Layer. The use of this space is mostly for the architecture
studios and the wood and metal shop where most of the people spend their time. The layer after
that is Semi Enclosed Layer where the exterior stairs are extended to allow for some users to use
these spaces. An image depicting the condition of this space is illustrated. There are shading
components that allow for a mitigation of the environment which will allow for expanded use of
the space. The next layer is a small Landscape Layer were some vegetation is represented. Again,
the next layer is a Climatically Controlled Layer where the majority of the Undergraduate design
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studios are as well as the Sundt Gallery. The next space is a Connection Layer where it is meant
as a pathway into the building. After that is a Landscape Layer where some landscape components
are presented. Finally, the layer to the far west is an infrastructure layer where the street is and is
a layer not part of the architecture zone.

The following set of sections taken through the college of architecture planning and landscape
architecture depict the general condition of the different distributions of the Built Environment
Spatial Layers within a typical built environment project. It is noticeable that some layers are
adjacent to one another where in other instances some in section stack up on one another. It is also
noticeable that the overall infrastructure layer is distributed on the extremities of this specific case
study. Some of the Built Environment Spatial Layers tend to exist at certain locations however
they disappear at different section cuts. This elaborates on the overall notion that the Built
Environment Spatial Layers can appear and disappear as designed. To elaborate the previous
statement, the example within section 1 and section 2 is a representation of the Semi Enclosed
Layer appearing in section 1 throughout the whole section while it is a minimum occurrence during
section 2 and the Climatically Controlled Layer is the large portion of that building space. This
goes to further to elaborate that the sections disappear and reappear based on the design. An
adequate design would be one that would emphasize these layers to further support human thermal
comfort and reduce energy consumption within the built environment and the architectural projects
that architects design.

(Figure 6.4) Built Environment Spatial Layers cross sections at CAPLA - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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The following set of sections illustrate the Built Environment Spatial Layers on an east-west
section cut through the case study. It is represented in this section that the Built Environment
Spatial Layers are in distribution throughout the space at different occurrences. It is represented in
section a and section b that the change of different layer types is in occurrence. A distinguishing
phenomenon to notes within the sections is the surrounding of certain layer types around others. It
is represented in section b where the Semi Enclosed Layer surrounds a Climatically Controlled
Layer space. This is the case in many different instances with the distribution of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers within the typical architectural design project. To achieve a greater
sustainable design, the understanding of some of these effects of layer distribution would yield a
solution of optimizing sustainability and minimizing energy consumption throughout the effective
layer distribution within the initial design of the architectural project.

(Figure 6.5) Built Environment Spatial Layers transverse sections at CAPLA - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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7. Human Thermal Comfort

Thermal comfort is a condition that is mentally expressed as comfort with the surrounding thermal
environment. The method in which thermal comfort is calculated or determined is through set
standards such as the ASHRAE Standard 55, and this standard encompasses a set of guidelines
that is widely used for the heating, air conditioning, and ventilation of these buildings that humans
need to feel thermal comfort in. Thermal comfort is measured throughout several standards in
terms of thermal environment factors that allows for a standardization of the thermal comfort zone.
Thermal comfort in this condition is measured at a metabolic rate of 1 MET which is a person at
light work. The clothing insulation value is at 0.6 CLO which is a typical clothing arrangement.
Air speed is set at greater than 0.1 meters per second. The relative humidity is at 50%, and finally
the air temperature ranges on most scales between 68 and 75 degrees Fahrenheit. This all occurs
under the shade, (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55). When all these parameters are satisfied that is
defined as the thermal comfort zone where if a human was within these conditions he would have
a mindset of being thermally comfortable within that thermal environment. As stated earlier human
thermal comfort is a thermal condition that has six factors that are to be considered for the design
of thermally comfortable spaces. These six key factors are most commonly addressed as air
temperature, relative humidity, air movement, mean radiant temperature and the individual factors
of clothing insulation ratio, and metabolic heart rate. The six factors of human thermal comfort
can be addressed through the components of the spaces that the human resides within. Therefore,
there is a great opportunity in terms of achieving human thermal comfort within the spaces that
are designed. Understanding each key factor of human thermal comfort will allow for a framework
of engagement in terms of addressing the specific factor to achieve a human thermal comfort level.

(Figure 7.1) Human Thermal Comfort Indices - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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7.1 Air Temperature
Air temperature in the realm of human thermal comfort is known as the dry bulb temperature. The
dry bulb temperature is a temperature that is measurable through a thermometer that is exposed to
the air condition while shielded from the solar radiation and moisture. The dry bulb temperature
indicates the amount of heat that is in the air and is represented usually within the United States as
a measurement of degrees Fahrenheit. Air temperature is one of the most significant factors of
human thermal comfort in general. Since this volume of air that surrounds the human that is
residing within a space effects the human through thermal conduction on the human skin, the air
temperature is one of the most overwhelming factors that control thermal comfort. Typically,
humans address thermal conditions with a reading of the dry bulb temperature. There are variables
components within spaces that can address and mitigate the temperature of the air volume
surrounding the human. strategies such as shading and evaporation methods are some
environmental strategies that help mitigate the temperature and control it in order to achieve human
thermal comfort in desired spaces.

(Figure 7.2) Air Temperature mitigation designed components - (Alnuaimi 2017)

An element that can be used architecturally to mitigate the air temperature is shading. Shading is
defined as a strategy that uses built up objects in order to block the solar radiation from directly
impacting the area. This results in what we know as a shadow and shade. Examples of these within
architecture are represented within different shading elements overhead such as canopies. Natural
examples also exist through shading trees. The rationale behind this strategy of shading in terms
of it being a proper strategy to mitigate air temperature is that when properly shaded for a
prolonged amount of time the air volume within the space can start to decrease in temperature.
This creates a cooling sensation toward to the air that is then felt by the human inhabitants of the
space, (Lechner 2001). The exclusion of shading elements could also be used to increase the heat
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of the air volume. Within the diagram a basic shading method is represented to illustrate a typical
component used for shading, (Figure 7.2).
Another element that can be used within the architectural realm to mitigate air temperatures is
evaporation. Evaporation is defined as the strategy that incorporates the thermal properties of
saturated air. Air that holds more water vapor has more latent heat therefore reducing the water
content of the air can yield a cooling effect through evaporation, (Lechner 2001). Examples of
these are fountains that are used and sprinklers within architectural settings. The reason that these
elements work or that they introduce water into the air which then is evaporated cooling the air
down, this then affects the air temperature within the air volume. Within the diagram it is illustrated
that say evaporation method could be a component within a space that is used to mitigate the air
temperature of the air volume, (Figure 7.2).

7.2 Relative Humidity
Relative humidity is defined as the amount of water vapor that is present in the air volume at any
given time that is required to be present in order for the air to be saturated. The relative humidity
is measured in a percentage of the saturation humidity, (Manabe and Wetherald). A higher
percentage is usually indicating that there is a higher air water mixture therefore resulting in a
more humid air volume. Within the realm of human thermal comfort a second factor to air
temperature is relative humidity. Discomfort with the thermal condition could be associated with
the relative humidity is either too high or low. Higher air temperatures and an increase of relative
humidity percentage can lead to heat strokes and is one of the most uncomfortable thermal
conditions, (Lechner 2001). On the other hand, with low relative humidity during colder periods
discomfort can be sensed and perceive through various side effects such as cracked dry skin and
nosebleeds, (Silva et al.). Therefore, it is crucial in terms of maintaining human thermal comfort
to address relative humidity in at a comfortable level within a space designed. Throughout the
design spaces there are components of the spaces that can control and mitigate the levels of relative
humidity. These components could be such as dehumidification elements.
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(Figure 7.3) Relative Humidity mitigation designed components - (Alnuaimi 2017)

A typical element that is used to mitigate and control relative humidity within spaces is natural
ventilation. Natural ventilation refers to the process of allowing air movement through a space by
natural means. Natural ventilation can be an element that is used to decrease the relative humidity
within an air volume by moving that said air volume away from the space being designed. Natural
ventilation elements that work within this scenario are typically fenestrations and wind catching
or diverting methods, (Olgyay 1963). The reason that natural ventilation is an adequate strategy to
dehumidify a certain area is that natural ventilation allows for the replacement of highly saturated
air with air that is not saturated. Natural ventilation is also effective as the increased forced air
flow increases evaporation which causes dehumidification. The illustration represents a natural
ventilation element that is used to dehumidify the air surrounding the inhabitant within the space.

7.3 Air Movement
Air movement or otherwise known as air velocity within the realm of human thermal comfort is
defined as the rate of motion of a volume of air in any given direction. This measurement is usually
depicted in units of meters per second, (Olgyay 1963). Typically, air movement is measured
through an anemometer to establish its velocity and its direction. Humans that inhabit a space are
usually affected by the air movement that is present within that space. The higher the air movement
in terms of its velocity the more the chilling or cooling factor the air will have towards the human
inhabitant. Therefore, air movement affect the human inhabitants within a space by either
decreasing the thermal heat sensation or allowing for the air temperature to be sensed in a similar
degree to what it actually is. This cooling effect the air movement has is typically known as wind
chill, (Osczevski). The wind chill factor chart is a method of representing the sensational thermal
condition felt during a typical air temperature sitting with a typical air velocity. Discomfort is
associated in the realm of human thermal comfort with air movement when the air is stagnant and
not moving, (Olgyay 1963). Through the design of spaces components can be used that make up
the space in order to induce or reduce the ventilation of the space. Through the induction or
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reduction of the natural ventilation within a space human thermal comfort can be mitigated in
terms of air movement and its velocity in order to achieve a human thermal comfort standard
within the design spaces. Components such as fenestrations and barriers are an example of some
components that can be used.

(Figure 7.4) Air Movement mitigation designed components - (Alnuaimi 2017)

An element that can be used to mitigate the effects of air movement is fenestration. Fenestrations
are openings within an enclosure or a semi enclosure that allow for air to move through affecting
the human within that space. Examples of these with an architecture are seeing commonly as
windows and wind openings. The reason that fenestrations work in terms of inducing air movement
is that they allow for air movement to pass through as well as compress it increasing its velocity,
(Olgyay 1963). Within the diagram it is illustrated that's a component element could allow for air
movement towards the human inhabitants within the space, (Figure 7.4).
Additionally an element that helps mitigate the effects of air movement are typical barriers. Wind
barriers are defined as built-up elements that allow for the control or total blockage of the air
moving towards a certain space shielding it. Examples of barrier elements within architectural
spaces are typically boundary walls, wind walls, and sometimes natural vegetation. The rationale
behind the barrier is to allow for an element to stand in the way of the prevailing wind direction to
divert it away from the space being designed, (Olgyay 1963). This allows for a deeper control of
the wind movement within the design space. Within the illustration, it is represented that a barrier
component is used in order to stop the air from approaching the space inhabited by the human,
(Figure 7.4).
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7.4 Mean Radiant Temperature
The mean radiant temperature within the realm of human thermal comfort is defined as the
equivalent temperature of an enclosure that is the resultant of the radiant heat transferred from the
objects aligning the enclosure to the human body, (Höppe). The mean radiant temperature is
commonly addressed as MRT. The mean radiant temperature accounts for the net exchange of
radiant energy between the objects that occupy the space and their properties in terms of their
ability to emit radiation. The mean radiant temperature is calculated through the measurement of
the surfaces in terms of temperature and their size to determine an affecting coefficient, the
summation of the materials temperature and surface areas arrive at a sum of total temperature that
is radiated which is the mean radiant temperature. The mean radiant temperature within the human
thermal comfort aspect is a modifying element in acquiring thermal comfort or discomfort. Since
the surfaces that align any given space admit heat in terms of radiation the warmer the objects are
within the space the warmer the area will have in terms of a thermal sensation. This warming of
the surface that is emitted towards the human inhabitants causes a sensation of discomfort
thermally and vice-versa in terms of cold scenarios. Mean radiant temperature is a factor that is
consistent from the components within the space that affect the overall temperature. Therefore,
within an architectural design of a space it is through these components that the mean radiant
temperature could be controlled and mitigated. Less absorbent materials for example could be
utilized in order to diminish the mean radiant temperature towards the human inhabitant as well as
shading elements that allow for the radiation from the sun to not be absorbed in the materials that
compose the area, (Lechner 2001).

(Figure 7.5) MRT mitigation designed components - (Alnuaimi 2017)

A typical element that is a part of the mean radiant temperature mitigation and control is the
element of insulated materials. Insulated materials or insulative materials are those materials that
have high content of air which allows the specific heat of these objects to be low therefore they do
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not absorb heat and do not emit heat efficiently. Examples of these materials and architecture are
softer material such as wood and some plastics. The reason that materials that have an insulated
nature work in terms of reducing the mean radiant temperature are because of the low heat
specificity of these materials, (Lechner 2001) Within the illustration it's is represented that a
wooden facade element will allow for less radiation to be absorbed and emitted inducing human
thermal comfort on the inhabitant, (Figure 7.5).
Additionally, another element that is based on the material composition that highly affects the
mean radiant temperature is that of thermal mass. Materials with high thermal capacity often
referred to as thermal masses are materials that have a high heat specificity meaning that they
absorb heat greater than other materials and store it for a prolonged time also admitting that heat
out, (Lechner 2001). Examples of these with an architecture are concrete and any earthen material.
The rationale behind this phenomenon is that these materials tend to store more heat and emit it
frequently. Therefore, if these materials surround a specific area that area will usually have a higher
mean radiant temperature and that would be taken into consideration in the design of that space.
Within the illustration, a highly earthen material space is represented to illustrate how the mean
radiant temperature is affected through the emittance of radiation of these materials, (Figure 7.5).

7.5 Clothing Insulation Value
The clothing insulation value is a value that represents the thermal insulation to the human body
from the clothing that is worn by that human. The clothing insulation value is a measure of thermal
insulation which means that it is a derivative of the R value of building insulation which is defined
as thermal resistance. This value is represented in CLO. Different clothing arrangements hold
different CLO values. An unclothed human being would hold a 0 CLO value while a human
dressed for winter would hold a 3 CLO value. There are tables that list clothing items and their
corresponding CLO values. These values can be mixed and manipulated to get and overall CLO
value for a clothing arrangement.
1 CLO is defined as the value of clothing insulation that when a person will be wearing at rest that
will allow that person to stay at thermal comfort and maintain an equilibrium thermally with their
surrounding environment. This is taken in a standard setting environment that is assumed by
ASHRAE. This setting is that the environment is at 21°C in a normally ventilated room which
means the air movement is 0.1 m/s, (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55). These Values were tested and
derived by the method of using heated mannequins with thermal sensors. Heated Mannequins were
dressed with different types of clothing and set in a room that has the standard settings of air
temperature and air movement. The test would find the difference in temperature weather it
dropped or rose based on the clothing worn by the mannequin then through a thermal equation
arrive at a CLO value, (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55).
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(Figure 7.6) CLO values on inhabitants of space - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Clothing Insulations Values are applicable in the realm of energy design within a building as well
as its energy analysis. While designing a building, clothing is taken into consideration when
designing the mechanical system. If the users of the building always have a high CLO value, then
the mechanical cooling system will need to take that into consideration therefore the system will
be larger and vice versa. The same goes for the heating within the building in terms of CLO values.
Building analysis and thermal comfort studies all need CLO values in order to account and validate
data for the analysis and research.

7.6 Metabolic Equivalent of Task
The Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET) also known as The Metabolic Rate is a value that
represents the work load being conducted by a single human at any given activity at any given
time. The Metabolic Rate is in direct relation to the heart rate of the human, (Byrne et al.). The
metabolic equivalent, is a physiological measurement that is used to represent how much a physical
activity would use energy to conduct that activity. 1 MET is defined as the equivalent of 58.2
W/M2, (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55), this number represents the consumption rate of energy over
the unit surface of a human being seated at rest. Different aspects change this value slightly such
as age, health, and ethnicity. With these subtle changes in mind the averages are still taken into
consideration since they account for the majority of the users of any given space and allow for
calculations to be equated effectively.
The MET value represents a value that illustrates the Energy use per Activity that a human has. 1
MET as disrobed before represents the energy use intensity of a human at rest. This means that if
the MET value is 2 as in walking for example, this means that the human is using twice as much
energy as in resting. These values the higher they are mean that there is more body heat
experienced by the human.
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(Figure 7.7) MET values on inhabitants of space - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The MET value is a crucial aspect of energy design within the realm of Architecture since it
accounts for the condition of the Human inhabitant in terms of their activity. When designing a
space the architectural program determines the type of activities that will take place in that specific
space. This understanding of the program allows for a greater realization of the human activities
within that space which gives an idea of what thermal controls would need to be taken into
consideration in order to maintain human thermal comfort within that designed space.
Additionally, the manipulation of specific programs will allow for the design to shape itself around
the MET value constrains. For example, within a cooler region it is viable to allocate the program
of a playing court in an exterior setting due to the fact that the MET value for the inhabitants of
that space will be higher resulting in higher body temperatures which will achieve human thermal
comfort within that space.

7.7 Human Thermal Comfort in Spaces
Within the built environment, a multitude of spatial arrangement exist. As discussed beforehand
these different spatial arrangements are tied in a theoretical framework concept of a Built
Environment Spatial Layers. The Built Environment Spatial Layers concept is an architectural
design range and a method of analysis in order to understand the different spaces that exist within
these different layers. This understanding allows for a viable classification of this spaces within an
organized framework. Therefore, within the Built Environment Spatial Layers there are spaces that
exist. Through the understanding of the three parts of space analysis it is understood that
components are a contributing element that make up the spaces that we inhabit throughout the
entirety of the built environment. The components within the spaces are initially of our creation as
designers of the built environment. Since there is a strong aspect of control within the design of
these components the aspect of control exists in designing the components themselves. The control
of the components allows for the composition of different spatial arrangements and spatial
properties. As discussed previously human thermal comfort is an aspect that can be attained
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through the manipulation of the components within the spaces designed. Therefore, through the
spatial components within the different spaces in the Built Environment Spatial Layers human
thermal comfort can be achieved through the adequate design of these components.

(Figure 7.8) Human Thermal Comfort and Spatial Design - (Alnuaimi 2017)

7.7.1 Human Thermal Comfort within the Built Environment Spatial Layers
As stated within the Built Environment Spatial Layers, human thermal comfort can be achieved
and maintained through the strategic manipulation of the components that create the spaces within
the layers. Within the Built Environment Spatial Layers, the four main layers that are influenced
through the design are the Connection Layer, the Landscape Layer, the Semi Enclosed Layer, and
the Climatically Controlled Layer.
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(Figure 7.9) Built Environment Spatial Layers spatial components - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The Connection Layer is the first encountered later within the Built Environment Spatial Layers.
The characteristics of the connection layer is that of human connection and movement through the
environment. It is very common to see elements of spaces within this layer that are solely meant
to connect the inhabitants in the spaces within the built environment. Due to this fact, most of these
spatial conditions within the connection layer are of a temporary nature in terms of occupation by
the inhabitants. Some examples of these spaces are sidewalks and roads. The typical components
situated within the connection layers are generally within the underneath horizontal plane element
of space. This means that there is only one spatial dimension to work with in order to achieve
human thermal comfort within this layer making that task difficult.
The Landscape Layer is second encountered layer within the built environment two layers. The
characteristics of the landscape layer is that of excess space that is incorporated within this site
either for a function or for an aesthetical purpose. Most of the design within this layer is that of a
subtle nature and is not built due to the fact that there is minimal program within this layer.
Therefore, it is typically found that within this layer there will be seen conditions of minimal
inhabitance as well as undefined uses of space. Some examples of the landscape layer spaces are
gardens and plazas that are meant for aesthetical purposes. Key components within the landscape
layer are composed of the underneath horizontal plane element as well as the vertical plane
elements of the spatial composition. Therefore, there is a two-dimensional component layout that
could be utilized within these spaces designed to achieve human thermal comfort.
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The Semi-Enclosed Layer is the third layer and countered with in the Built Environment Spatial
Layers. The characteristics of the semi-enclosed layers are that the spaces within this layer are
semi-enclosed in nature serving a purpose either environmental or functional. The use of these
spaces are typically greater than the spaces within the previous two layers. This is due to the spaces
having a more enclosed spatial nature. Some examples of the spaces are enclosed courtyards and
double skin conditions. The components within this layer occur on the underneath horizontal plane
element, the vertical plane elements, and a horizontal overhead plane element within the spatial
composition. Therefore, the components within the semi-enclosed layer occur on a threedimensional realm allowing for the greater manipulation of these components within the design in
order to achieve human thermal comfort in a further effective manner.
The Climatically Controlled Layer is the final layer within the Built Environment Spatial Layers.
The characteristics of this layer is that the spaces within the climatically controlled layer are
enclosed within the envelope and climatically controlled through active systems. Due to this nature
of the spaces within the climatically control layer, most of the occupation in terms of the
inhabitants occurs in this layer. Usually the entirety of the program and functions that are required
within the building occur within the spaces within the climatically controlled layer. The nature of
a full enclosure within the climatically controlled layer yields the maximum components designed
within the spaces. The components of the spaces are composed of the horizontal underneath plane
element, the vertical plane elements, the overhead horizontal element, and the space volume
element. Human thermal comfort is constantly maintained within these layers due to the large
spectrum of components controlled within this layer, such as the sealed enclosure and active
thermal control of the volume of air within the spaces.
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(Figure 7.10) Human Thermal Comfort Possibility - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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7.7.2 Attaining Human Thermal Comfort
The Previous illustration of the Built Environment Spatial Layers represents a depiction of a
theoretical existence of the six layers within an architectural design setting. Starting from the
Untouched Layer, the Existing Built Layer, the Connection Layer, the Landscape Layer, the Semi
Enclosed Layer, and ending at the Climatically Controlled Layer. Each layer is equally allocated
space within the section diagram in order to equalize their importance. Human thermal comfort is
displayed in a line graph format in terms of how attainable human thermal comfort is in a
percentage within that Built Environment Spatial Layer. Within the Untouched Layer, human
thermal comfort usually is attainable in small quantities due to the natural setting of the spaces by
having vegetation and opened clearings exposed to the wind. Within the Existing Built Layer
where exiting infrastructure and other buildings are located, regularly it is the case that human
thermal comfort is problematic to attain due to the fact that no intervention could be conducted
within the spaces. In the Connection Layer, minimal encounter from the inhabitants exists and
minimal components minimizing the ability to attain human thermal comfort. within the
Landscape Layer an increase of components is found as well as an increase of occupation time
allowing for the management of human thermal comfort at a greater degree. within the SemiEnclosed Layer increased components exist therefore allowing for a greater spectrum of
manipulation of the human thermal comfort. And finally, within the Climatically Controlled Layer
where there is maximum control of components which allows for the maintenance of the human
thermal comfort within those spaces.
Through the diagram above a basic understanding of the increment of the components of design
that are within the space that are controlled the greater the percentage of attaining human thermal
comfort within that space design is. This is shown by having the Climatically Controlled Layer as
the highest percentage of attainable human thermal comfort layer while the Connection Layer on
the opposite side has the lowest value. However, there are within the spectrum of layers in
instances where human thermal comfort can be achieved without using the maximum number of
components. Within the Climatically Controlled Layer active systems are components. Therefore,
requiring energy to maintain the internal environment at a human thermal comfort level. This
framework allows for the visualization of the human thermal comfort attainable percentages
throughout the Built Environment Spatial Layers in order to develop these understandings.
The understanding through the Built Environment Spatial Layers allows for the design engagement
in a sustainable efficient manner. By understanding each Built Environment Spatial Layers and its
components as well as the applicability of that spatial composition in terms of achieving human
thermal comfort, the design engagement process could be developed. Through the Built
Environment Spatial Layers approach a sustainable designed method could be conducted in order
to achieve a greater sustainable project and allow for the gauging and understanding of that to
occur on the design phase and not after the project is built. By reducing interior setting spaces that
require more energy to build and maintain with spaces that have an exterior setting that require
less to build and maintain while performing at equivalent levels of Human Thermal Comfort
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achievement, the project is fundamentally designed through an outside in design mentality that
yield greater sustainability.

8. Cost of Spaces

Cost is the economic value that is associated with the built environment. When there is a discussion
around the cost in the built environment this issue revolves around two main topics which are
construction costs and operational costs. These two economic value methods are referred to within
this discussion in order to establish and economical value that resembles sustainability within the
discourse of the Built Environment Spatial Layers. through cost sustainability is desired at greater
capacities as well as established within a framework of gauging, (ASHRAE greenguide 2006).
Construction costs are defined as Expense that are associated with contractors, labor workers,
material costs, equipment, etc. that are utilized within the construction phase of a building or a
built entity within the built environment. Expenses that are used for land purchase and design fees
are not considered construction costs, (Schittich). Operation costs are defined as the expenses
which are related to the operation of the building or built entities within the built environment
these costs are usually tied to the cost of the resources utilized within the operation to achieve a
required functioning standard to maintain the existence, (ASHRAE greenguide 2006).

8.1 Construction Costs
Construction costs within the built environment are tied directly to sustainability. Determining
these costs allows for an economic correlation to occur to quantify sustainability with an expense.
Determining the cost ranges within each Layer of the Built Environment Spatial Layers are is
challenging because of the different settings and goals of construction within each project,
averages are determined in ranges to allow for a lenient method of gauging costs within the Built
Environment Spatial Layers.
The typical Construction cost ranges from $ 108.15 to $ 242.85 dollars per square foot, this figure
is derived based on a construction cost analysis of constructed global projects designed by
architects, (Schittich). This range is associated with the Climatically Controlled Layer.
The typical Construction cost of a Semi Enclosed area ranges from $ 35.50 to $ 87.75 dollars per
square foot, this figure is derived based on a construction cost analysis of semi enclosed
constructed global projects designed by a variety of architects, (Schittich). This range is associated
with the Semi Enclosed Layer.
The average Landscaping cost as determined by a study conducted in 1997-98 and updated in 2005
of over 100 randomly selected projects by a Landscape architect, ranges from $ 4.34 to $ 17.38
dollars per square foot, (Tom Stephens). This range is associated with the Landscape Layer.
The average Connection Layer cost as determined by an analysis on pavement and ground cover
material construction on the horizontal underneath element of the Tripartite Spatial Identification
Method costs, ranges from $ 2.90 to $ 4.50 dollars per square foot, (Building Journal). This range
is associated with the Connection Layer.
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(Figure 8.1) Built Environment Spatial Layers Construction Costs - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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These cost brackets distributions within the Built Environment Spatial Layers allows for a
framework and incentive to address sustainability through an economical prospective. Due to the
fact that high construction costs are associated with high operating costs within the space Built
Environment Spatial Layers, sustainability can be preached at its economic value.

8.2 Operation Costs
Operational costs within the built environment depend highly on the program of the specific
building. Some buildings require many materials and elements that are needed in order to operate
that are considered operational costs. The underlying operational costs that are present within the
majority of the building in the built environment is energy costs for operation. Energy costs within
building operations are the greatest portion of operational costs within the built environment as
well as the most influencing on sustainability, (ASHRAE greenguide 2006). Energy Use Intensity
(EUI) is a term used to gauge a specific energy use per square foot. This number differs based on
the different programs and is generated by many agencies such as the governmental agency’s
program Energy Star, (Energy Star). The EUI is an average figure that is derived based on energy
uses and is meant to serve as a benchmark for energy use and gauging. The EUI is used within the
Built Environment Spatial Layers is based on Energy Star Portfolio Manager national averages to
determine a relationship between EUI and the different layers in order to establish a framework
for design and assessment. The EUI of the Climatically Controlled Layer was that of a social/
meeting hall 45.3 KBTU/SQFT which is the closest program to the Community Center which is
used within the Designed Case. The EUI of the Semi Enclosed Layer is that of a non-refrigerated
warehouse that equips lighting similar to the spaces of the Semi Enclosed Layer being 16.4
KBTU/SQFT. Both the Landscape Layer and Connection Layer are negligible with energy use
based on the national average since most cases do not result in energy uses within the spaces that
are defined in those layers.
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(Figure 8.2) Built Environment Spatial Layers Operation Energy- (Alnuaimi 2017)
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9. Methodology Conclusion

Within the methodology discussion, the three major elements that revolve around establishing a
viable Built Environment Spatial Layers classification system were discussed. A Tripartite Spatial
Identification Method was explained through the Spatial Composition notion of the Concept which
is a main activity or activities within a space, the Condition which is the overall climatic or
environmental situation that the space must obtain in order for it to sustain inhabitants, and finally
the Components which are the designed physical elements that contribute to the composition and
enclosing of the spaces. Definition and classification of the Built Environment Spatial Layers was
established through the medium of the Tripartite Spatial Identification Method. The totality of the
six layers being the Nature Layer and the Constructed Layer that are in the Existing Zone, and the
Connection Layer, the Landscape Layer, the Semi Enclosed Layer, and the Climatically Controlled
Layer that are in the Design Zone were defined. Human Thermal Comfort was discussed as a
conditional element within the spatial compositions of the different layers through the six Human
Thermal Comfort indices that are standardized to gauge spatial conditions. And finally, both
construction and operational costs were conducted in order to establish an expense figure through
each layer that is a basis for understanding sustainability in terms of energy consumption and
material consumption within these layers. Within the following section a Base Case Scenario and
Designed Case Scenario are compared in order to arrive at an understanding of the applicability of
this methodology within a physical project as a means of sustainable design in the early stages.
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10. Design Application

Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument is located in southern Arizona. Due to the National
Monument’s remote location, proximity to the southern border of the United States, and its
extreme desert climate the National Monument faces extreme social, economic, and environmental
challenges. The National Park Service acknowledges climate change and pursues the essence of
the need of national parks as a beacon of exemplary conduct towards our unsustainability crisis,
(National Park Service).

(Figure 10.1) Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument Location - (Alnuaimi 2017)

This statement provided the opportunity to envision an Architectural Intervention of a Community
Center within Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument that is aimed at a reconnecting sustainably
to a social, economic, and environmental practice.
The reconnecting notion allows for a platform where the public are encouraged to gather in social
spaces to help promote the social value within the park for the people who reside there. The
reconnecting approach allows for a reduction within the bulk of the built environment spaces while
increasing the quality of them reducing economic costs. The reconnecting through the desert
notion also allows for the expansive use of exterior passively conditioned spaces that increase the
overall area of the project and the sense of the desert, while minimizing both the conditioned
enclosed spaces and the energy used through active systems required within these spaces.
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The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design Within the Built Environment Spatial Layers was
implied at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument in order to assure that the design was conducted
in a sustainable manner that will lead to sustainable results.
Through understanding the Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design Within the Built
Environment Spatial Layers procedures and examining the Base Case Scenario as well as the
Deigned Case Scenario a comparison in terms of results is arrived at that represents the
sustainability within the design method

10.1 Design Procedures
Every design method has a series of steps that are to be followed in order to administer the design.
The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design Within the Built Environment Spatial Layers
method for design is one that ties the environment to the spatial existence. Therefore, it is crucial
to understand the elements that affect these concepts within the design. These elements are defined
within this design method as encompassing three main aspects being the Site, the Climate, and the
Architectural Program. A brief in terms of the definitions of all these three aspects is listed in order
to develop conversation around these topics in the Base Case Scenario.
Site
Every Architectural project is in existence within a boundary that is considered the site.
Understanding the site is one of the essential elements with an architectural design. In this case the
first step is to address and the site boundary and understand the site condition. Due to the fact that
the spatial layer distributions within the sites differ greatly based on the density at the site. This
initial analysis allows for establishing the limitations of the site boundary and the total square foot
area that is encompassed within the boundary.
Climate
The climate is a major element that affects many architectural projects and one of the
essential elements of environmental Architectural design. Climatic data is widely available and is
an effective mean for understanding the climate conditions within the proposed site. Establishing
an understanding of the climate allows for the specific engagement in terms of environmental
design by allowing for the use of environmental strategies that are specific to that climate
condition.
Program
The Architectural Program is the main function distribution elements within the
Architectural design. Architectural programs state the different functions of different spaces as
well as their allotted area. This gives an overall idea of how large the project is as well as how
many facets it has. Understanding the architectural program is crucial in order to allow for an
engagement of that program in terms of allocating different spatial arrangements with in different
spatial layers.
Design
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Finally, through the analysis of these three elements that compose the Architectural project
a design guideline and goals can be set. Through the base case analysis this process is conducted
in greater detail to represent how the design was achieved.

11. Base Case Scenario

The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design Within the Built Environment Spatial Layers was
implied at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument in order to assure that the design was conducted
in a sustainable manner that will lead to sustainable results.
The site where the design is take place and is located in Southern Arizona on the Organ Pipe Cactus
National Monument. The designated design for this specific site is that of a Community Center.
the site area is approximately 33,850 square feet. This area is the total extent of the site boundaries
and is the basis for the design. all the Built Environment Spatial Layers will be allocated within
the boundaries of this site. The boundaries will allow for a limitation in space allocation to occur
which will be the basis of the analysis in terms of sustainability through the Built Environment
Spatial Layers.

(Figure 11.1) Project Site - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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The analysis of the climatic conditions is the second step in terms of understanding how to engage
the design through the Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design Within the Built Environment
Spatial Layers. The understanding of the specific climatic conditions at the site allow for a
framework of engagement. Climatic data is widely obtainable due to the fact that it is constantly
recorded and provided by many governmental agencies. Through the incorporation of Climate
Consultant 6.0 in order to represent the climatic data, the Climate Data Chart was utilized to
represent the data for the specific site of Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument using the Weather
Data File of Lukeville, Arizona. Within the Chart monthly temperatures are plotted throughout the
whole year representing the spectrum of the climatic conditions throughout the entirety of the year
on the specific site. Part of the Chart weather data analysis tool is indicating the factors that affect
Human Thermal Comfort, plotting the time that Human Thermal Comfort will be reached
throughout the year based on the climatic data. Human Thermal Comfort and the Spatial
Components analysis, portions of the composition of Architectural spaces is through the
components. The components are the key elements in terms of implying these environmental
strategies that allow for Human Thermal Comfort to exist. Therefore, throughout this analysis of
the climatic data of the specific site an understanding that Human Thermal Comfort achievement
is concluded.

(Figure 11.2) Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument Climate Data - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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The Architectural Program is known as the list that defines the functions that will exist within the
project and the required spaces is square footage for these functions. Understanding the specific
program for the design is the third step in terms of developing the design strategy. Within this
specific design example at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument the Community Center has a
total of twelve different functions that encompass entirety of 15,000 square feet. Addressing the
Architectural Program of a specific design allows for the representation of the functions and spaces
in order to start the discussion around allocating them within the Built Environment Spatial Layers
to arrive at a sustainable design.

(Figure 11.3) Base Case Scenario Program - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Within the realm of design, it is usually the case that all the spatial arrangements within the
program are located within an interior setting. To assume standard design methods the entirety of
the Base Case Scenario is located within a distribution of space within a site that is common in
design. The standard design of the functional spaces within the Architectural Program is one that
requires to the maintenance of Human Thermal Comfort throughout the entirety of the year. Due
to this reason, usually the stranded procedures of designing is allocating all these space within a
specific setting. Within the Built Environment Spatial Layers this specific setting is known as the
Climatically Controlled Layer. This Base Case Scenario setup allows for analysis and comparison
of all the functional spaces to occur within the Climatically Controlled Layer of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers.
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(Figure 11.4) Base Case Scenario Spatial Distribution - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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(Figure 11.5) Base Case Scenario Spatial Layer Plan - (Alnuaimi 2017)

12. Designed Case Scenario

Through examining a typical design an understanding of what the standard design process would
result in is arrived at. the Base Case Scenario provided design is a standard Architectural product
that will be established if a standard design method was to be used. however, in a ever demanding
over-populated unsustainable world a sustainable design methods is required in order to create
sustainable built environments. A basic analysis of the proposed standard design represents the
entirety of the spaces as spaces allocated within the Climatically Control Layer. A portion of
establishing the Designed Case Scenario is to understand each of the site, the climate, and the
Architectural program in order to develop design parameters. The site is an immobile condition
and will not change within the design case as well as the climate conditions. The Architectural
program allows for some interpretation and is examined in order to establish a framework of
engagement.
Trough understanding the basic Architectural program, design parameters can be set based on the
analysis of this site and the climatic conditions. Due to the nature of this Community Center design
within Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument as being a remote location within a hot arid climate
some leniency can be taken into design. This is represented by the figure below illustrating spaces
that can exist within a layer other than the Climatically Controlled Layer. Space are allocated
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within different layers base on their programmatical requirements as defined by the designer.
Another main element in factoring the allocation of spaces within the different layers is the aspect
of maintaining Human Thermal Comfort. Through the analysis of the Architectural program it was
established that 2,800 square feet of the program will remain allocated within the Climatic Control
Layer while 4,000 square feet of the program will be allocated in the Semi Enclosed Layer.

(Figure 12.1) Designed Case Scenario Program - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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(Figure 12.2) Designed Case Scenario Spatial Distribution - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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(Figure 12.3) Designed Case Scenario Spatial Layer Plan - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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13. Design Discussion

Represented within the previous sections is the initial layout of the Base Case Scenario and the
Designed Case Scenario. the Base Case Scenario in summary is a state of design using
conventional methods and not taking any advances in terms of sustainability. The Designed Case
Scenario is one that utilizes the Built Environment Spatial Layers to design in a sustainable
manner. The Base Case Scenario design of the Community Center with an Organ Pipe Cactus
National Monument yields a total of 6,800 square feet of allocated space within the Climatically
Controlled Layer. This is due to the inherit design standards which are caused by allocating all the
spaces as interior spaces without major consideration of the program, functions, and the climatic
conditions throughout the year. However, after a thorough study as a designer of the site's
limitations, the Architectural program functions, and the yearly climatic conditions that is on the
immediate site an understanding of space in terms of a design can attained. This understanding
coupled with the Spatial Composition Concept allows for the manipulation of these spaces in order
to achieve Human Thermal Comfort and our spatial standards to serve the function of the
Architectural program within that given area. The Designed Case Scenario is a representation of
this process. Semi Enclosed Layer spaces are created within this process creating the final
distribution of space allocation within the Design Case Scenario as 2,800 square feet being within
the Climatically Controlled Layer while 4,000 square feet being within the Semi Enclosed Layer
in terms of the Architectural program divisions. Further analysis into these created Semi Enclosed
Layer spaces illustrate the achievements of the architectural function as well as the maintenance
of Human Thermal Comfort within those spaces.

13.1 Fitness Area
The Fitness Area is one of the Architectural program functions that has been shifted from a space
within the Climatically Controlled Layer into a space in the Semi Enclosed Layer within the
Designed Case Scenario. Through analyzing the spatial requirements through the Spatial
Composition Concept method, the activities, conditions, and components can be derived.
Activities that would be conducted within the Fitness Area in this Community Center design are
body stretching, cardio activities, and weight resistance training. These activities all require the
inhabitants to have a high MET value as well as fitness clothing attire. The condition where these
activities could exist are not exclusive to an interior setting as long as Human Thermal Comfort is
achieved. Typically, Human Thermal Comfort is achieved due to the fact that when engaging in
fitness activities the Human Thermal Comfort range is greatly expanded. Therefore, throughout
the design and manipulation of the components to achieve the spatial requirements and Human
Thermal Comfort, the Fitness Area space is acceptable to exist within the Semi Enclosed Layer.
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(Figure 13.1) Fitness Area Summer Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 13.2) Fitness Area Winter Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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Spatial standards are achieved within this a location of the Fitness Area within the Semi Enclosed
Layer due to the fact that the activities can be conducted within this space. Since the inherit value
of these activities are physical activities, therefore a requirement of a horizontal underneath
element to allow for human inhabitants as well as shading elements to allow for overheating not
to occur are implemented.
Human Thermal Comfort is achieved within this Fitness Area through the manipulation of the
components that compose the spatial setting. Air Temperature is controlled through the utilization
of shading elements in order to minimize the thermal gain on the materials within the space.
Relative Humidity is manipulated by allowing ventilation to occur within the space. The Mean
Radiant Temperature is maintained at a reduced value due to the shading aspect employed as well
as the incorporation of earthen materials that have a low emissivity. Finally, Wind Movement is
maintained through the natural ventilation caused by the opened exposure on the southern side to
the northern opening that allows for the prevailing wind to circulate through the area. The total
composition created from the components are designed in settings to maintain Human Thermal
Comfort within this condition that deems this space as an adequate space for both the Architectural
function and Human Thermal Comfort.

13.2 Educational Space
The Educational Spaces within the community center design and Organ Pipe Cactus National
Monument is intended to be spaces where both adults and children can have educational seminars
and gatherings in order to explore the Sonoran Desert and understand the science behind its many
facets. The Educational Space is part of Architectural program functions that has been shifted
from a space within the Climatically Controlled Layer into a space in the Semi Enclosed Layer
within the Designed Case Scenario. Through analyzing the spatial requirements through the Spatial
Composition Concept method, the activities, conditions, and components can be derived. The
activities that are conducted within this space are gatherings that occur on a semi daily basis of
one to two hour long periods as well as some educational seminars that take tours through the
Sonoran Desert. The conditions required in order to conduct these activities are of minimum
enclosure as well as the maintenance of Human Thermal Comfort. Thought the design and
manipulation of the components within the spatial composition to serve Human Thermal Comfort
and the spatial requirements the Educational Space is able to exist within the Semi Enclosed Layer
without a compromise on the value of that space.
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(Figure 13.3) Educational Space Summer Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 13.4) Educational Space Winter Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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Spatial requirements are achieved within the Educational Space that is considered in the Semi
Enclosed Layer due to the fact that the activities can be conducted within the space. Since the
inherit value of these activities are gathering and educational activities, therefore a requirement of
a horizontal underneath element to allow for human inhabitants to occupy the space is required.
Vertical enclosure elements in terms of creating a semi enclosure condition in order to focus the
activity in a specific space are utilized as well.
Human Thermal Comfort is achieved within this Educational Space through the design and
manipulation of the components that compose that space. Air Temperature is controlled through
the utilization of shading elements and the encompassing of the space between other conditioned
spaces in order to maintained a lower Air Temperatures within the summer extreme conditions od
heat. Relative Humidity is maintained through the secondary shading roof exposed to the
prevailing wind that allows for the constant ventilation to occur within the space. The Mean
Radiant Temperature is maintained at a reduced value due to the shading roof imposed over the
space minimizing the thermal gains on the surrounding materials. Finally, Wind Movement is
maintained through the natural ventilation caused by the opened shading roof that allows for
ventilations as well as the south to north façade exposure that allows prevailing winds to circulate
through the area. The total composition of the Educational Space are designed in a manner to
utilize the components in settings to maintain Human Thermal Comfort. this design allows for the
Educational Space to be considerers as a space that is adequate for both the Architectural function
and Human Thermal Comfort.

13.3 Multi-Functional Area
The Multi-Functional Area within the Community Center Design in Organ Pipe Cactus National
Monument is one of the Architectural program functions that has been allocated from a space
within the Climatically Controlled Layer into the Semi Enclosed Layer within the Designed Case
Scenario. Through the Spatial Composition Concept analysis of the spatial requirements, the
activities, conditions, and components are all understood. Activities that would be conducted
within the Multi-Functional Area in this Community Center Design are such as gathering events,
social meetings, and community day instances. These activities all require a space that is expansive
in nature that allows for larger gatherings. The conditions where these activities could exist are not
exclusive to an interior setting if Human Thermal Comfort is achieved. Human Thermal Comfort
is achieved due to the fact that there exist and semi enclosure of components that mitigate the
external climatic conditions in order to achieve the Human Thermal Comfort range within these
design spaces. Therefore, utilizing the components that create the space and their manipulation
achieves the Spatial Standards and Human Thermal Comfort making the Multi-Functional Area
an acceptable space within the Semi Enclosed Layer.
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(Figure 13.5) Multi-Functional Area Summer Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 13.6) Multi-Functional Area Winter Condition - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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Spatial standards are achieved at Multi-Functional Area within the Semi Enclosed Layer due to
accommodations for the activates through the composition of the space by its components. The
Multi-Functional Area is a space that is required to have a larger spatial distribution in order to
allow for a variety of activities to be conducted. The majority of the activities conducted within
the community center design for the Multi-Functional Area are social engagement activities. The
space standards suggest that the space has to be large enough to accommodate larger gatherings as
well as an assortment of transferrable furniture. These allow for the space of the Multi-Functional
Area to be an adequate space for the designated architectural program to exist within.
Encompassing this space between two conditioned spaces as well as the utilization of the structural
shading creates this semi enclosure that serves the purpose in terms of conducting the activities
within the space creating a space that is functional on the spatial level.
Human Thermal Comfort is achieved within this Multi-Functional Area through the manipulation
of the components that compose that space. The utilization of the thermal mass walls made from
rammed-earth aligning the east and west of the Multi-Functional Area space allow for a mitigation
of the Mean Radiant Temperature and control of that to achieve Human Thermal Comfort within
that space. The incorporation of the larger shading element structure allows for the entirety of the
Multi-Functional Area space to be within shade throughout the entirety of the year. The shade
allows for the direct solar exposure to not occur both on the surrounding thermal mass materials
and the inhabitants that are residing within that space at that time. In respect to Air Movement, the
prevailing wind conditions with an Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument Community Center
site is from the southwest heading towards the northeast, that is the rationale behind the
incorporation of a breezeway that is exposed to the south and north to allow for the prevailing
winds to ventilate the area when needed to arrive at Human Thermal Comfort.
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(Figure 13.7) Bio Climatic Chart for Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design within the Built Environment Spatial Layers was
implied at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument in order to assure that the design was conducted
in a sustainable manner that will lead to sustainable results. Understanding the Outside-In Method
for Sustainable Design allows for a greater spectrum of Built Environment Spaces that can be
utilized through design. The division of the Built Environment Spatial Layers gives a depth into
understanding these different spaces as well as provides a framework for the engagement of these
spaces through the composition of the components. The Concept and Conditions of the spaces are
all analyzed in order to understand their requirements. The requirements of these spaces become
the main factors that the design is intended to achieve. These factors were elaborated such as
Spatial Standards and Human Thermal Comfort within the Designed Case Scenario to serve as an
example.
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Within the Community Center Design at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument utilizing the
Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design provided a platform where the Designed Case Scenario
differed from the Base Case Scenario in terms of the design. The difference of between the Base
Case Scenario and the Designed Case Scenario is addressed within the Built Environment Spatial
Layers. The Spatial allocations within the Base Case Scenario are 6,800 sqft in the Climatically
Controlled Layer, 0 sqft in the Semi Enclosed, 800 sqft in the Layer Landscape Layer, 7,400 sqft
in the Connection Layer. The Spatial allocations within the Designed Case Scenario are 2,800 sqft
in the Climatically Controlled Layer, 4,800 sqft in the Semi Enclosed, 800 sqft in the Layer
Landscape Layer, 7,400 sqft in the Connection Layer.
These results represent within the Built Environment Spatial Layers allow for an assessment to be
conducted. The assessment will be conducted on these Scenarios to understand how sustainability
is addressed within these different designs.

14. Results

Through the framework of the Built Environment Spatial Layers results can be acquired by
conducting the calculations of operational costs in order to determine energy use as well as
emissions based on the source consumption, and initial material recourse use based on the
construction costs. Within this results section, a comparison between the Base Case Scenario and
Designed Case Scenario was conducted using the established parameters within the methodology
section of operational costs in a form of Energy Use Intensity (EUI), and construction costs in a
form of Dollar per square foot value. This comparison illustrates the tangible difference in energy
and resource use between the two different scenarios. The comparison is conducted within the
Design Zone, hence this is the zone that can be influenced within the design. The totality of the
site is taken into consideration. The distribution of the Built Environment Spatial Layers is
dependent on the design of the specific scenario which is represented within the Base Case
Scenario and the Designed Case Scenario sections. These divisions provide an associated area in
square feet with each layer within the two scenarios. This area measurement of each layer is the
main aspect utilized within the calculations that represent the following results.
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(Figure 14.1) Base Case Scenario Results - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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(Figure 14.2) Designed Case Scenario Results - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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14.1 Energy
Energy consumption is one of the largest contributors to unsustainability within the built
environment. Through the Built Environment Spatial Layers an understanding of designing within
a different spectrum of spaces allows for the opportunity to allocate different programs based on
the design within different spatial conditions that are more sustainable. This is represented within
the figure where the Base Case Scenario is greatly distributed within the Climatically Controlled
Layer being 6,800 sqft and not the case in the Designed Case Scenario being 2,800 sqft. It is
apparent that the Designed Case Scenario is a distribution along the spectrum of the Built
Environment Spatial Layers. This redistribution of spaces and functions from a Climatically
Controlled Layer to another layer reduces the energy use associated with the space. The reduction
of energy use from 308,040 KBTU/YEAR to 192,440 KBTU/YEAR within these spaces of the
Designed Case Scenario allow for the project to use less energy, therefore contributing to the
unsustainability of the built environment at a lesser value.

14.2 Recourses
Resource use is a main criteria within the notion of advancing sustainability and many sciences
revolve around comprehending this idea. Within the Built Environment Spatial Layers the
spectrum allows for analysis based on construction costs of the resources used. The understanding
through the Built Environment Spatial Layers that not all spaces require maximum composition
through components, a shift within the spectrum can occur creating the same spaces however with
less resources. This is the case between the comparison of the construction costs within the Base
Case Scenario being 1,226,060 $ and the Designed Case Scenario being 772,660 $. The higher the
construction cost is the higher the recourses used within its construction. Some of these resources
are the materials for construction, the transportation, and labor. It is an aim of sustainability within
the built environment to reduce all these aspects of recourse use. Being able to gauge resource
usage within a project at the design phase is a vital element required in sustaining the built
environments. This understanding of the resource use in design and increased ability to addressed,
has been provided through the framework of the Built Environment Spatial Layers.

14.3 Air Pollution
Carbon dioxide emissions are a large part of the unsustainability associated with the built
environment. Energy and resource uses are both methods that can be used to equate emission
values per project. Through the comparison of the Base Case Scenario on the Designed Case
Scenario it is apparent within the results that the Designed Case Scenario contributes a reduced
amount to air pollution than the Base Case Scenario which is 139,916 lbs of C02 Emssions against
57,612 lbs of C02 Emssions, (EPA 2015). Through the Built Environment Spatial Layers this
understanding and illustration could be conducted and understood at the early design phases in
order to mitigate the adverse effect of the design on air pollution.
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15. Validation

eQuest is an energy modeling software that is distributed through the department of energy. eQuest
energy modeling software was utilized within this research in order to conduct energy modeling
simulation based on the two proposed designs. The Base Case Scenario and the Designed Case
Scenario we're both modeled with in this software to allow for a comparison based on the
difference within the design to be represented in energy consumption values. Equest deploys a
dynamic energy modeling algorithm that can equate further savings from the difference in the Base
Case Scenario and the Designed Case Scenario that's our apparent to the design. The previous
results section Illustrated a difference in energy consumption based on the square foot area using
a mathematical calculation. This section is meant to validate the previous mathematical equations
as well as simulate dynamically the differences in energy consumption that are based on the design
of the project and not any other factor.

(Figure 15.1) eQuest Energy Models Visualization - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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Utilizing the energy modeling software eQuest, both the Base Case Scenario and the Designed
Case Scenario were modeled with identical parameters. These parameters are the building
construction type and the active climatic systems that are in this case a direct exchange cooling
system and a natural gas furnace heating system. These parameters are normalized within the two
energy models in order to assure that any reductions in energy consumption is a resultant of the
design and not of any of the parameters.

(Figure 15.2) eQuest Energy Model Parameters - (Alnuaimi 2017)

The figures below represent the energy consumptions per month based on the different categories
of energy consumption for the Base Case Scenario and the Designed Case Scenario. Within the
Base Case Scenario total yearly consumption in KBTU use was found to be 308,040 KBTU/YEAR
which validates the previous mathematical calculation based on the EUI provided by the EPA,
(Energy Star). The Designed Case Scenario has a 192,440 KBTU/YEAR consumption based on
the energy use throughout the year.
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(Figure 15.3) Base Case Scenario eQuest Energy Model Results - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 15.4) Base Case Scenario eQuest Energy Model Readings - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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(Figure 15.5) Designed Case Scenario eQuest Energy Model Results - (Alnuaimi 2017)

(Figure 15.6) Designed Case Scenario eQuest Energy Model Readings - (Alnuaimi 2017)
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(Figure 15.7) Energy Model and Calculation Model Comparison - (Alnuaimi 2017)

Through the utilization of eQuest as a dynamic energy modeling software in order to conduct a
comparison of energy consumption annually from the Base Case Scenario and the Designed Case
Scenario it is apparent that the savings or greater than the calculation method. The rational between
the increase in the differential consumption of energy is due to the fact that eQuest is a dynamic
energy modeling software that allows for such calculations to occur in terms of energy
consumption that is based the software conducting calculations based on shadows, materials,
radiation, etc. That cannot be reflected within the calculation model. Utilizing and Innovative
Inside Out design method provided the framework for such a design to be generated which allowed
for these results to be concluded.
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16. Conclusion

Through the comparison of the Base Case Scenario and the Designed Case Scenario the
effectiveness of The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design through the Built Environment
Spatial Layers is apparent. The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design allowed for the
understanding of the spatial compositions of each architectural program that provided the
framework to design them under the Built Environment Spatial Layers. An increase in
sustainability was observed in the Designed Case Scenario through the reduction of both energy
and resources use increasing efficiency and minimizing emissions. The Designed Case Scenario
of the Community Center Design with The Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument is a single
example of the effectiveness of The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design through the Built
Environment Spatial Layers. The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design is intended to be a
sustainable design tool that emphasizes on the spatial compositions and provides a spectrum of the
built environment spaces in order for designers to address the functionality and quality of these
spaces. Within this discussion, the sustainability through design aspect in the framework of both
The Outside-In Method for Sustainable Design and the Built Environment Spatial Layers was
explored. this framework of the Built Environment Spatial Layers however, allows for an
understanding of the built environment to exist that can be engaged within different settings to
arrive at a greater understanding of the spaces within the built environment in order to engage them
through design. This engagement of design allows the increasing of sustainability and
improvement of the quality of life for the inhabitants that are inseparable from these spaces.
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